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Abstract

The increase in population, accompanied by an increase in the availability of travel
opportunities have kindled the interest in understanding how people make use of
the space around them and their opportunities. Understanding the travel behaviour
of individuals and groups is difficult because of two main factors: the travel be-
haviour’s wide coverage, which encompasses different research areas, all of which
model different aspects of travel behaviour, and the difficulty of obtaining travel
diaries from large groups of respondents, which is imperative for analysing travel
behaviour and patterns.

A travel diary allows an individual to describe how she performed her activi-
ties by specifying the destinations, purposes and travel modes occurring during a
predefined period of time. Travel diaries are usually collected during a large-scale
survey, but recent developments show that travel diaries have important drawbacks
such as the collection bias and the decreasing response rate. This led to a surge of
studies that try to complement or replace the traditional declaration-based travel
diary collection with methods that extract travel diary specific information from
trajectories and auxiliary datasets.

With the automation of travel diary generation in sight, this thesis presents a
suitable method for collecting data for travel diary automation (Paper I), a frame-
work to compare multiple travel diary collection systems (Paper II), a set of relevant
metrics for measuring the performance of travel mode segmentation methods (Paper
III), and applies these concepts during different case studies (Paper IV).

Keywords travel diary automation; trajectory segmentation; travel data col-
lection; travel diary collection system evaluation and comparison
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Sammanfattning

En växande befolkning, tillsammans med en ökad tillgång på resmöjligheter, har
väckt intresse i att förstå hur människor använder sig av utrymmet omkring dem
och deras möjligheter. Att förstå en individs resebeteende är svårt på grund av två
huvudfaktorer: resebeteendets breda täckning, vilket omfattar olika forskningsom-
råden som alla behandlar olika aspekter av resebeteendet, samt svårigheten med
att inhämta resvanorsundersökningar från större grupper av respondenter, vilket är
absolut nödvändigt för att analysera resebeteenden och resmönster.

En resdagbok ger en individ möjlighet att beskriva hur hon har genomfört
hennes verksamhet genom att ange destinationer, syften och färdmedel som har
förekommit under en förutbestämd tidsperiod. Resdagböcker brukar genereras
genom storskaliga enkätinsamlingar, men utvecklingen under senaste tiden har visat
att det finns stora nackdelar med denna metod. Bland dessa nackdelar tillhör bias
i de data som hämtas in och förminskning i svarfrekvens. Detta har lett till en
våg av studier som försöker komplettera eller ersätta traditionella resvanorsunder-
sökningar med metoder som utvinner resdagbok-specifik information från trender
och ytterligare datamängder.

Med automatisering av resdagboksgenerering i sikte, presenterar denna avhan-
dling en lämplig metod för automatisering av resvanorundersökningar (Paper I),
ett ramverk för att jämföra olika resvanorundersökningsmetoder (Paper II), en
uppsättning av passande mätetal för att mäta prestanda på färdmedelssegmenter-
ingsmetoder (Paper III), samt tillämpar dessa koncept inom olika fallstudier (Paper
IV).

Keywords resdagboksgenerering; trajektoriasegmentering; resdatainsamling;
jämförelse och utvärdering av resvanorundersökningsmetoder
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction and theoretical points of departure

A generic definition of social science would be the branch of science focused on
exploring and extending our understanding of how people behave, either as indi-
viduals or as a group (i.e., in society). While an ambitious effort, social science has
a broad definition, and, as such, it has been split into multiple branches that con-
cern different parts of human behaviour studies. One such branch is that of travel
behaviour, which tries to explain how people grasp the space around them, how
they interact with their surroundings, how well they make use of available options
under spatial, temporal or personal constraints, and how this affects the way they
travel.

Even though the study of travel behaviour can be dated to the middle of the 20th
century (Liepmann, 1945), it has continuously evolved to include new concepts such
as: mode choice analysis (Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1985; Sayed and Razavi, 2000),
effect of constraints in how people travel (Hägerstrand, 1962; Hägerstraand, 1970),
effect of land use on travel behaviour (Kockelman, 1997), or the inter-dependence
between travel behaviour and urban form (Handy, 1996a,b; Boarnet and Crane,
2001). While this is not an exhaustive list of studies on travel behaviour, it nuances
the diversity of disciplines that make use of travel behaviour.

The main building blocks that allow scientists and governmental authorities to
gain deeper insights in travel behaviour, with an emphasis on how people choose /
build their travel patterns, are travel diaries (Axhausen et al., 2002). Historically,
it is common to meet two naming conventions: travel diaries and activity-travel
diaries. The main difference between the two is the formulation of the questions that
generate the diaries, where travel diaries develop questions around concepts such as
destination, and activity-travel diaries develop questions around activity concepts
such as purpose (Stopher, 1992). The difference between the two definitions are
covered in detail in Section 2.1, but it is important to note that even though the
questions asked have a different focus (i.e., purpose vs. destination), the output of
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

both travel diaries and activity-travel diaries is the same: a sequential description
of what a traveler has been doing during a predefined time frame (of usually one
day). A travel diary contains the following two main entities: trips and triplegs.

A trip describes an activity and, as such, contains information about: 1) the
start and stop time of a trip, 2) the origin and destination of a trip, 3) the length of
a trip, 4) the purpose of the trip, and 5) how the user traveled between the origin
and the destination. Since this information is verbosely declared, it is approximated
(e.g., the start and stop time declaration is usually rounded up to 15 minutes -
Stopher 1992; Prelipcean et al. 2015), which makes it easy to understand to humans
but difficult to prepare for automated analysis (e.g., the origin and destination of
a trip are specified via addresses or place names, which need to be geocoded).
Depending on the ulterior analysis of travel diaries, it is common to prepare the
information in a processing-friendly standard format, e.g., geocode the addresses of
the origins and destinations into latitude and longitude coordinate pairs (Chalasani
et al., 2005; Prelipcean et al., 2015). Since the information about how the user
traveled between origin and destination is not as easily captured as an address, a
different entity type is introduced to describe it: triplegs.

A tripleg represents the part of a trip that was traveled solely via one travel
mode and contains information about: 1) the start and stop time of a tripleg,
2) the start and stop location of a tripleg, 3) the length of a tripleg, and 4) the
travel mode. While the amount of information contained by a tripleg is undeniably
useful, it is difficult to design a survey that can prompt users to specify all tripleg
related information without increasing the survey fill-in burden and, subsequently,
the drop rate (Richardson et al., 1995; Axhausen, 2008). Therefore it is common
practice for surveys to limit the questions regarding triplegs to the sequence of
travel modes or to the main travel mode.

It is important to note that the terminology regarding trips and triplegs is
not uniform in the scientific literature with some authors providing no distinctions
between the two, while others are using different naming conventions such as trip
stages instead of triplegs. This thesis uniformly uses trips and triplegs as defined
in this section. For a formal mathematical definition of these entities, the reader is
directed towards Prelipcean et al. (2014, 2016).

The main purpose of this thesis is to propose new ways to automate the col-
lection of travel diaries and their associated entities, and to propose new ways to
meaningfully compare two different travel diary collection systems. This has been
done by implementing a travel diary collection and annotation system that was
trialled in Stockholm, Sweden by users over multiple implementation iterations be-
tween 2013 and 2016. The data collected during these trials have been used to
propose methods that automate the detection of travel diary entities. In two case
studies, users declared their travel diaries via traditional methods as well as with
the proposed system, which allows for the investigation of methods to assess the
performance of each collection method.
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1.2 Research objectives

While different methods to automate the generation of parts of a travel diary have
been studied and proposed, the studies that use these methods to generate travel
diaries are absent. Furthermore, commercial interests lead to papers that present
results and keep the methodology as a confined black-box, which makes the repro-
duction of the results intangible. Finally, weakly stated solution objectives accom-
panied by radically different assessment methodologies specific to the fields that
provide the solutions makes it difficult to compare these solutions. These issues
raise the questions addressed in this study:

1) How to design a widely available set of tools for collecting data, which can be
used to generate (parts of) travel diaries?

2) How to propose a robust methodology that compares two different travel diary
collection systems and decide which one is superior?

3) Which parts of a travel diary can be generated from trajectories fused with
accelerometer readings?

4) How to propose meaningful performance metrics for travel mode detection for
travel diaries?

To answer these questions, MEILI1, a travel diary collection, annotation and
automation system, was implemented, tested and evaluated. MEILI was used for
all the performed case studies, which aim at answering the above stated questions.
Furthermore, as the development of MEILI led to an improved system in each of
its iteration, the number of users participating in the case study increased as well.

The objective of this thesis is many fold:

1) To understand the previous efforts towards the automated generation of travel
diaries from trajectories, and to explore the intricate details of a system that
allows for collecting trajectories from multiple users over an extended period
of time,

2) To study the implications of comparing two different travel diary collection
systems and to propose a framework that can be used for this comparison,

3) To identify the parts of a travel diary that can be automatically generated
from trajectories and try to merge the generated parts into a travel diary, and

4) To study the inconsistencies between different disciplines attempting to ex-
tract travel modes from trajectories, and to propose error measures that can
be applied to any solution towards understanding its performance when used
for travel diary generation.

1According to http://mythology.wikia.com/wiki/Meili, MEILI is the Norse god of travel.
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1.3 Thesis structure

This thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 1 introduces the thesis, research ob-
jectives and the papers associated with the thesis, Chapter 2 provides a detailed
overview of the literature surrounding the automation of travel diary generation,
Chapter 3 illustrates the methodology used by the thesis, most of which is a direct
output of the methodology presented in Papers I-III, Chapter 4 illustrates the ap-
plicability of the proposed concepts in three different case studies associated with
Papers I-IV, Chapter 5 overviews the scientific contribution of Papers I-IV, Chap-
ter 6 discusses the results and concludes the thesis, and, finally, Chapter 7 presents
future research directions in this area of study.

This thesis is based on the following papers, which are referred to in the text
by their Roman numerals:

I Prelipcean, A. C., Gidófalvi, G., and Susilo, Y.O., 2014. “Mobility Collector”.
In Journal of Location Based Services, number 4, volume 8, pages 229–255,
DOI: 10.1080/17489725.2014.973917

II Prelipcean, A. C., Gidófalvi, G., and Susilo, Y.O., 2015. “Comparative frame-
work for activity-travel diary collection systems”. In 2015 International Con-
ference on Models and Technologies for Intelligent Transportation Systems
(MT-ITS), pages 251–258, DOI: 10.1109/MTITS.2015.7223264

III Prelipcean, A. C., Gidófalvi, G., and Susilo, Y.O., 2016. “Measures of trans-
port mode segmentation of trajectories”. In International Journal of Geo-
graphical Information Science, 22 pages, DOI: 10.1080/13658816.2015.1137297

IV Susilo, Y. O., Prelipcean, A.C., Gidófalvi, G., Allström A., Kristoffersson, I.,
Widell, J., 2016. “Lessons from a trial of MEILI, a smartphone based semi-
automatic activity-travel diary collector, in Stockholm city, Sweden”. World
Conference on Transport Research - WCTR 2016 Shanghai. 10-15 July 2016

1.4 Declaration of contributions

Paper I – Adrian C. Prelipcean wrote the paper, proposed and implemented the
algorithms, and performed the analysis for the paper. Győző Gidófalvi provided
feedback to the major iterations of the paper and supervision. Yusak O. Susilo
provided feedback to the final iterations of the paper and supervision.

Paper II – Adrian C. Prelipcean wrote the paper, proposed the methodology, and
performed the analysis for the paper. Győző Gidófalvi provided feedback to the
major iterations of the paper and supervision. Yusak O. Susilo provided feedback
to the final iterations of the paper and supervision.

Paper III – Adrian C. Prelipcean wrote the paper, proposed the methodology, pro-
posed and implemented the algorithms, and performed the analysis for the paper.
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Győző Gidófalvi provided feedback to the major iterations of the paper and super-
vision. Yusak O. Susilo provided feedback to the final iterations of the paper and
supervision.

Paper IV – Adrian C. Prelipcean performed the analysis for the paper, wrote the
section describing the use of spatial and temporal indicators, coordinated the writ-
ing of sections on MEILI system design and architecture, and performed edits on
the paper. Yusak O. Susilo wrote the majority of the paper. Győző Gidófalvi wrote
the sections on MEILI system design and architecture. The other authors were in-
volved in organizing and designing the field study, and offering user support during
the field study.





Chapter 2

Research overview

This chapter first presents the historical time frame during which travel diaries were
introduced, reviews the body of research relevant for automating the extraction of
parts of travel diaries, and discusses the common methods for comparing different
travel diary collection methods.

2.1 A brief history of travel diaries

Data collection via different types of diaries is used in different disciplines such as:
education (Duke, 2012), marketing (McKenzie, 1983), medicine (Gold et al., 1989;
Ross et al., 1994), product management (Sudman and Ferber, 1971), psychology
(Bolger et al., 2003; Iida et al., 2012), and transportation science (Butcher and
Eldridge, 1990). Pertaining to this thesis is the collection of data for understanding
human behaviour with diaries.

The most common ways to collect information about how people travel is via
travel diaries and activity travel diaries. First, it is important to understand the
difference between travel diaries and activity travel diaries. In a travel diary, the
survey is built around the concept of “trip” and people are asked to specify trip
attributes in a particular order: 1) destination (and origin), 2) trip purpose, 3) start
and finish times, 4) travel modes, and 5) costs. Contrarily, an activity travel diary
survey is built on the concept of activity and, along with the focus of the sur-
vey, the order of the questions changes: 1) activity (purpose), 2) start and finish
times, 3) destination (place where the activity was performed), 4) travel modes,
and 5) costs.

While there is no difference between the travel data collected via travel diaries
and travel data collected via activity travel diaries, it has been shown that the
response rate is higher for activity travel diaries (Clarke et al., 1981; Stopher, 1992).

Clarke et al. (1981) checked the accuracy of travel diary data by comparing it,
where appropriate, with that from an external cordon or screenline survey, which
counts all vehicles and people crossing a certain location, and notes a systematic

7
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under-reporting of trip rates in travel diary surveys of approximately 10-15%, which
correspond to off-peak trips and trips for non-work purposes. Stopher (1992) ob-
served the same phenomenon, where trips recorded by activity-travel diaries that
are non-home-based are under-reported in travel diaries. Overall, both Clarke et al.
(1981) – in a survey performed in Banbury – and Stopher (1992) – in a survey per-
formed in Boston – identified that the trip rates per person and per household are
significantly higher in activity-travel diaries than in regular travel diaries. Both
papers attributed this difference to one of the following causes:

1) it is easier for people to recall information when asked about activities instead
of trips, because the mental process to answer the question is closer to how
people think and less abstract,

2) the temporal aspect is more important and visible in the activity-travel di-
aries, which prompts the user to pay more attention to activities and time,
thus revealing possibly forgotten activities, and

3) unimportant short trips might still be captured as activities, since users are
not asked about origins and destinations in activity-travel surveys.

These considerations led Clarke et al. (1981) to state, on travel diary collection,
that: “The researcher may have obtained answers, but they may not relate to the
questions he thought had been asked.”

While these two types of travel behaviour collection methods are the most widely
used, there have been attempts on increasing the response rate (Murakami and
Wagner, 1999), eliminating the response over time bias (Golob and Meurs, 1986),
and diminishing the number of forgotten trips (Pierce et al., 2003) by augmenting
the collection with computer assisted telephone interviews (CATI), computer as-
sisted personal interviews (CAPI), and computer-assisted self-interviews (CASI).
For a detailed overview of these technologies, the reader is directed towards Wer-
muth et al. (2003) and Wolf et al. (2004).

These developments eventually led to complementing the generation of travel
diaries with GPS data collected by a device worn by the respondents (Wolf, 2000;
Wolf et al., 2001; Axhausen et al., 2003), which is also the approach of this thesis.

2.2 The automation of travel diaries

This section reviews the types of data collected for travel diary generation, and the
inference methods commonly used for detecting purposes, destinations and travel
modes.

2.2.1 Data collection for travel diary generation
As mentioned in Section 2.1, the traditional method for obtaining travel behaviour
data was via travel diaries. Newer approaches employ different methods to obtain
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data that can be processed into travel diaries. Depending on the main field of
study, scientists have been using proprietary devices such as the GeoLogger, dedi-
cated GPS receivers, or personal smartphones. The studies that use GeoLoggers or
dedicated GPS receivers “lend” the devices to survey participants during the study
time frame and the devices are afterward retrieved and their data are downloaded
and processed. Using smartphones for trajectory data collection is a newer trend
and the data collection is centralized to a main server, where the data are processed
and / or annotated.

Historically, the first authors to collect trajectories with GPS receivers connected
to a vehicle provided power supply to inspect the automation of activity-travel
diaries were Wolf (2000) - which led to the development of GeoLoggers -, Schönfelder
et al. (2002) and Axhausen et al. (2003). One of the first to move away from in-
vehicle GPS devices to hand-held GPS receivers (accompanied by a PDA, all of
which weighted approximately 2 kg) was Draijer et al. (2000), although the study
was investigating the burden and bias due to these type of devices and did not try
to automate the activity travel diary generation.

While most research that started the study of travel diary automation used
dedicated devices to collect GPS traces (Wolf, 2000; Axhausen et al., 2003; Forrest
and Pearson, 2005; Bricka and Bhat, 2006; Stopher et al., 2007; Schüssler and
Axhausen, 2009), new methods tend to rely exclusively on smartphone devices
because the vast majority of the population already caries one (Montini et al.,
2014b). However, there are several problems with using smartphones to collect
trajectories of users, such as privacy concerns and battery consumption.

It is important to note that the research that concerns battery consumption op-
timization is not specific to travel diary automation, since it is relevant to various
other disciplines. The most common strategies used to improve the battery life of
smartphones used for trajectory data collection are: 1) using a WiFi receiver when
possible to replace the GPS receiver, which is more battery intensive (Ben Ab-
desslem et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2012), 2) reduce the sampling
rate during low battery levels (Zhuang et al., 2010), or 3) adjust sampling rate
based on the proximity to a set of predeclared POIs (Ravindranath et al., 2012).
Others investigated general sensing frameworks that could be tailored for obtaining
trajectories but it is not known whether they are battery efficient (Aharony et al.,
2011).

While it is important to have a battery efficient data collection, it is arguably
of higher importance to have high quality data that can be analyzed. Jensen and
Pakalnis (2007) present a tracking system that guarantees accuracies at a low up-
date and communication cost by building models that predict where future locations
will occur and only broadcast the locations that are further away than a specified
distance threshold. However, this is done by continuously sampling the client’s
location, which is not battery efficient.

Paper I introduces the MEILI Mobility Collector, which collects GPS data fused
with accelerometer summaries in a battery efficient way. The battery efficient
collection is built to take advantage of the user’s position (i.e., use the optimal
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tracking frequency considering the user’s dynamically changing speed) and of the
user’s motion (i.e., it detects when the user is still and stops receiving locations).

2.2.2 Trip detection
All methods used for the identification of trips within a trajectory have one rule
in common: the stationarity rule, i.e., if the speed is very low (different threshold
values have been used to define what a “low” speed is) for longer than a period of
time, then the end of a trip has been identified. Scientists used different values for
the minimum period of time, such as 300 seconds (Doherty et al., 2001; Axhausen
et al., 2003), 900 seconds (Schüssler and Axhausen, 2009), and 120 second (Wolf,
2000; Tsui and Shalaby, 2006; Stopher et al., 2008; Rasmussen et al., 2015), the
latter being the most widely used value. Shen and Stopher (2013a) provides a
detailed study on the effect of the period thresholds on trip detection.

Although the stationarity rule is a central component of trip identification, it is
mostly accompanied by other heuristics to avoid under-detection, such as: 1) point
density estimates, which compute how many consecutive points are positioned
within a distance threshold of a potential stop point (Schüssler and Axhausen,
2009), 2) low speed for a short period of time in vicinity of POIs or a limited area
(Rasmussen et al., 2015), or 3) no movement detected by accelerometer readings
(Schüssler et al., 2011).

By using a combination of these rule-based heuristics, researchers have obtained
accuracies of over 90% (Schüssler and Axhausen, 2009), but it is not clear how the
matching was done, although it is common to use a temporal buffer around the
start and end time of a trip and match it with detected trips that fall within that
temporal buffer. Paper III discusses the strategies employed by this thesis for stop
detection.

2.2.3 Tripleg detection and travel mode inference
The task of tripleg detection, trajectory segmentation, or transportation mode de-
tection has been extensively studied in the literature. There are two main ap-
proaches: a segment-based approach, where a trip is segmented into potential
triplegs based on heuristics, which are further classified into transportation modes,
and a point-based approach, where every GPS point which is part of a trajectory is
classified into a travel mode, and a tripleg is the byproduct of the classification, i.e.,
the maximal sequence of consecutive points with the same transportation mode.

2.2.3.1 Segment based inference

The segment-based approach is most commonly used in the field of transporta-
tion science, and it consists of the following steps: segment trajectories into trips,
segment trips into triplegs, and classify the segmented triplegs.
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Chung and Shalaby (2005) lied the base of this approach, since this research was
the first to define transfer points and provide the heuristics for identifying them,
namely: 1) find the first recorded location having a speed faster than 10 km/h
whose time difference from the previous location is more than 5 seconds, or 2) find
a blockage (the two points representing the start and stop of a period where no
locations were recorded as expected), compute the distance and the duration of the
blockage, and flag as a change point the first point if the distance is more than
150 meters and the speed is more than 10 km/h. Most segment-based approaches
(Bohte and Maat, 2009; Montini et al., 2014a; Schüssler et al., 2011; Schüssler and
Axhausen, 2009; Stopher et al., 2008; Chung and Shalaby, 2005; Rasmussen et al.,
2015) use methods similar to the one proposed by Chung and Shalaby (2005), with
small modifications such as proposing a potential transfer point if a gap of more than
120 seconds occurs between consecutive points (Schüssler and Axhausen, 2009).

Another rule that has been used in detecting triplegs is the one proposed by
Zheng et al. (2010), which states that a traveler cannot change between transporta-
tion modes without walking between them, and the methods that use this approach
first segment triplegs into walk and non-walk triplegs, and then classify them. To
detect the triplegs, the authors use loose upper bounds for velocity and accelera-
tion (2.5 m/s for velocity, and 1.5 m/s2 for acceleration). This approach has also
been widely used, but mostly in Computer Science and Geographical Information
Science (Zheng et al., 2008a,b, 2009, 2010; Biljecki et al., 2013).

After segmenting trips into triplegs, it is common to employ fuzzy logic that
uses tripleg-level aggregates of features such as: duration of tripleg, average speed
of tripleg, median speed, 95th percentile speed, or proximity to road networks or
transportation stations. Reported accuracies vary: 91.7% accuracy for 4 travel
modes (Chung and Shalaby, 2005), 94% accuracy for 7 travel modes (Tsui and
Shalaby, 2006), 95% accuracy for 5 modes (Stopher et al., 2008), 83% accuracy for
5 modes (Schüssler et al., 2011), 85.8% accuracy for 7 modes, 70% accuracy for 6
modes (Bohte and Maat, 2009), 91.6% accuracy for 10 modes (Biljecki et al., 2013),
and 84.6% accuracy for 5 modes (Rasmussen et al., 2015).

The main disadvantages with this approach are the subjective definition of clas-
sification rules and the computed performance measures. First, the classification
rules are derived via fuzzy logic, which is a highly subjective method that uses rules
defined by an expert, which are difficult to generate and have to be generated for
any new scheme. Second, it is common to ignore the tripleg detection performance
metric, which leads to questionable accuracy results, since methods rely on ground
truth segmentation, i.e., they classify ground truth segments instead of inferred
segments. Finally, if the tripleg performance metric is computed, it usually consid-
ers an inferred tripleg as being correct if its beginning and end coincides with the
beginning and end of a ground truth segment. This is of great importance, since
the performance is computed on the number of correct matches, which does not
take into account the length of the tripleg or its duration. Paper III discuses these
disadvantages at length and proposes novel error metrics relevant for the travel
mode inference task.
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2.2.3.2 Point based inference

The point-based approach is mostly used in Location Based Services, where it
is imperative to offer an answer to how users travel as soon as possible, and it
classifies every received location into its travel mode. Although these methods are
not directly aimed at generating triplegs, the triplegs can be obtained as byproducts
of the classification by identifying the maximal sequence of consecutive points with
the same transportation mode.

Most of these studies use GPS data only (Stenneth and Xu, 2011), accelerometer
data only (Hemminki et al., 2013; Yu et al., 2014), or fuse accelerometer with GPS
data to derive features that are afterward used in the travel mode classification
(Reddy et al., 2008; Manzoni et al., 2010; Shah et al., 2014; Prelipcean et al.,
2014). To compensate for the lack of features, most GPS only studies also rely on
GIS datasets to compute proximity-based features (Stenneth and Xu, 2011).

The accelerometer only studies report a precision of 70% for six transportation
modes using decision tree classifiers (Wang et al., 2010), 80.1% accuracy and 82.1%
recall for seven transportation modes using AdaBoost together with Decision Tree
classifiers (Hemminki et al., 2013) and 92.5% accuracy for five transportation modes
using a Support Vector Machine classifier (Yu et al., 2014). The precision and recall
values are computed on sliding or tumbling windows on accelerometer samples,
which are labeled periods of a predefined duration (8 seconds for Wang et al. (2010),
1.2 seconds for Hemminki et al. (2013), and 10 seconds for Yu et al. (2014)).

Stenneth and Xu (2011) use a Random Forest classifier and achieve 92.8% ac-
curacy and 92.9% recall for six transportation modes. To compensate for the lack
of features that can be derived from a richer dataset (e.g., GPS data fused with
accelerometer), the authors use a transportation network GIS dataset together with
the real time locations of buses obtained as a live feed (it is not specified whether
the feed is a Generalized Transit Feed).

The studies where accelerometer data are fused with GPS data report a preci-
sion of 91.3% and recall of 91.3% for five different travel modes (Reddy et al., 2008),
90.8% precision and 90.9% recall for seven different travel modes (Prelipcean et al.,
2014), and 90% precision for three motorized travel modes (Shah et al., 2014).
These methods compute descriptive statistics of all accelerometer readings in be-
tween two consecutive locations such as: time domain features (mean, standard de-
viation, mean crossing rate) and frequency domain features (dominant frequency,
sub-band energy, discrete Fourier transform energy coefficients), which are then
used as features for the applied machine learning methods (Reddy et al., 2008;
Prelipcean et al., 2014). The features that are derived from the GPS readings are
usually average heading rate, average speed, average accuracy of a location, etc.

These methods put a higher emphasis on providing prompt and correct infer-
ences for each location than on accurate aggregate statistics on same-mode travel
segments, which means that they should not be used as they are for detecting
triplegs for travel diaries. Paper I presents a point-based Random Forest classi-
fier built on features derived from fused GPS and accelerometer data. Paper III
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discusses the implications of using point-based features for obtaining triplegs.

2.2.4 Destination inference
The research literature on destination inference is uniform with arguably few meth-
ods that are being used for performing the task. All the proposed methods for
destination inference are built on trajectories that have a long enough span in time
so that each destination is visited multiple times.

One of the first studies that attempted to infer destinations from trajectories
(Ashbrook and Starner, 2003) uses a simple heuristic (which is similar to the trip
segmentation of trajectories) for detecting candidate destinations, i.e., detect the
points in between which there is a period of time greater than a predefined thresh-
old. The method then creates clusters of candidate destinations using a variant of
the k-means clustering algorithm, thus obtaining destinations. The authors then
use a second order Markov model for each destination, with transitions to every
other destination. Each node in the Markov model is a destination, and a transition
between two nodes represents the probability of the user traveling between those
two destinations (or between an origin and a destination).

Most types of research approaches rely on clustering to either obtain a set of
destinations (Axhausen et al., 2003; Schönfelder et al., 2003; Liao et al., 2007;
Alvarez-Garcia et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2010; Calabrese et al., 2011; Dill and
Broach, 2014) or to obtain a set of candidate destinations, which are then further
processed into destinations (Ashbrook and Starner, 2003). Other types of research
use a grid to discretize space and then each grid-cell is considered a destination
(Krumm and Horvitz, 2006; Krumm, 2008; Gidófalvi and Dong, 2012) or rely on
pre-existing knowledge of the set of plausible destinations (Patterson et al., 2003;
Simmons et al., 2006; Tanaka et al., 2009). It is important to note that, with few
exceptions (Axhausen et al., 2003; Schönfelder et al., 2003; Dill and Broach, 2014),
most of the research on destination inference is geared at understanding where the
travelers will go next given their current position (either as a GPS point or as
matched to a road network), which usually means that a wrong prediction will be
corrected in the future state. This is expected given the modeling techniques used
to detect destinations and / or future locations such as: Expectation-Maximization
fused with frequency counts from particle filters (Patterson et al., 2003), nth order
Markov Model (Ashbrook and Starner, 2003; Krumm, 2008; Gidófalvi and Dong,
2012; Xue et al., 2013), probabilistic region / grid approaches (Krumm and Horvitz,
2006; Chen et al., 2010), and Hidden Markov Models (Simmons et al., 2006; Liao
et al., 2007; Alvarez-Garcia et al., 2010).

While these methods are useful for inferring where a user might travel next
(Ashbrook and Starner, 2003; Alvarez-Garcia et al., 2010), or identifying which
parts of a trajectory should be obfuscated to maintain certain anonymity criterion
(Xue et al., 2013), they are finely tuned for vehicle drivers. The approaches designed
for vehicle drivers have two main limitations: they depend on map matching to
identify the position of a GPS reading on a road link, which is a problem without
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a widely accepted solution, and the solutions are not tested in a multiple travel
modes setting.

Paper IV discusses a Naive Bayes approach for identifying the destinations close
to a trip end.

2.2.5 Purpose inference
Purpose inference predates the destination inference since researchers attempted
to infer the purpose of a traveler when the destination was given or was manually
extracted by looking at plots and deciding which destination seemed most probable
(Wolf et al., 2001).

The first studies dealt with purpose inference on GPS data obtained from vehi-
cles only (Wolf, 2000; Wolf et al., 2001; Axhausen et al., 2003; Forrest and Pearson,
2005), and were based on heuristics that involved either associating land cover with
purposes (Wolf, 2000; Wolf et al., 2001), proximity to assigned POIs (Axhausen
et al., 2003), or simplifying the purpose scheme into trips between home, work and
/ or other (Forrest and Pearson, 2005). Later studies were performed after it be-
came easier to carry devices that could have an embedded GPS receiver and collect
data for travelers using multiple modes, not being limited to vehicles (Bohte and
Maat, 2009; Deng and Ji, 2010; Li et al., 2011; Shen and Stopher, 2013b; Montini
et al., 2014b; Oliveira et al., 2014).

Depending on the classification scheme and the type of data used by the classi-
fier, there have been several approaches trialled for purpose inference such as:

1) land type rule-based heuristics – Wolf et al. (2001) obtained an accuracy of
over 90% for 3 purposes (home, work, other) on a dataset of 151 trips collected
from 13 participants

2) POI proximity rule-based heuristics – Bohte and Maat (2009) obtained an
accuracy of approximately 43% for 7 purposes on a dataset of 33000 trips
collected from 1104 participants; Forrest and Pearson (2005) collected data
from 103 households but did not compute the accuracy of purpose detection,
since the purpose scheme was reduced to three categories (home, work, other),

3) activity duration, activity time, and trip chaining information rule-based
heuristics – Shen and Stopher (2013b) use this method to improve the ac-
curacy of the output provided by the G-TO-MAP software to 66.5% on a
purpose scheme that is not mentioned in the paper,

4) Decision Trees that take input attributes such as arrival time, arrival day, stop
time, nearest POI, and trip length – Deng and Ji (2010) obtained an accuracy
of approximately 87% for 7 purposes on a dataset of 200 trips collected from
36 participants by boosting the Decision Tree classification with Adaptive
Boosting; Li et al. (2011) use a Decision Tree without declaring the accuracy;
Lu et al. (2012) use a Decision Tree and use a 10 purpose scheme, as well
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as a 5 purpose scheme and show that having more classes deteriorates the
accuracy by 10%, reporting an accuracy of 73.37% for 5 purposes; Oliveira
et al. (2014) use both Decision Trees and a Nested Multinomial Logit model
with an accuracy of 65% for 21 purposes on a dataset of roughly 10000 trips
collected from 1352 households, and

5) Random Forests – Montini et al. (2014b) use this method with a classifica-
tion accuracy between 80% and 85% on data from a 1 week travel survey in
Switzerland, 2012, that involved 156 participants.

Even though purpose inference has been attempted on various scenarios, some of
which not linked to travel diary automation (e.g., Lee and Hickman (2014) use fare
collection data to generate heuristic rules for purpose identification), most methods
are based on heuristic and need extra effort when changing the schema, which makes
these approaches very specific to the schema for which they were designed.

Paper IV discusses a hierarchical approach for identifying the purpose of a trip,
given its destination by predicting the most common purpose reported by the user
at a given destination and, in the absence of such information, falls back on the
knowledge extracted from other users traveling at the same hour of day during the
same day of week.

2.3 Common methods used for travel diary comparison

It is interesting to notice that while there are rules that are commonly used when
analyzing the trips recorded by two different travel diary collection systems, the
effect of using these rules has not been challenged or studied.

Early research relies on manual inspection of trips collected by different systems
and on subjective judgment of what trips were missed by either system without
specifying concrete matching rules (Wolf, 2000). Stopher et al. (2007) perform a
manual comparison on trips collected by each system and declare that 86% of the
collected trips could be matched within 12.5 minutes of their starting time.

More recent research has been consistently using a time threshold enforced on
the start and end time of a trip as recorded by multiple travel diary collection
systems together with other rules, e.g., Forrest and Pearson (2005) use a 15 min-
utes threshold combined with an identical purpose rule, and Stopher and Shen
(2011) use a 30 minutes threshold combined with other comparison dimensions,
i.e., geographical comparison (origins and destinations are manually inspected by
visualizing their recording by different systems), duration comparison (the maxi-
mum allowed duration difference between the recordings of a trip is 15 minutes) and
length comparison (the maximum allowed length difference between the recordings
of a trip is 920 meters for vehicle based trips and 500 meters for walk-based trips).
Paper III provides a thorough analysis of which dimensions are used for matching
different trips, and their effect on the matched sets of trips.
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Other research uses proprietary software for matching the trips as recorded by
either systems and, as such, provide no information on what threshold values or
comparison dimensions are used (Bricka and Bhat, 2006).

Finally, in the absence of ground truth data for a direct one-to-one matching
between trips collected by different systems, some research approaches collect data
via a method and compare it with a ground truth dataset that has been collected
at an earlier time (Schüssler and Axhausen, 2009), or simulate data and compare
the simulation with a ground truth dataset (Drchal et al., 2015). To accommodate
for comparing such datasets, the authors do not compare individual trips, but
perform population aggregations to identify holistic features such as travel mode
distribution, purpose distribution, or travel mode per purpose distribution, which
are accompanied by different statistical tests of representativeness to measure how
well the new dataset fits the ground truth dataset.



Chapter 3

Methodology

3.1 Travel diary data collection with MEILI

This section describes the types of data collected and analyzed to obtain travel
diaries, and describes the process of collecting and annotating the collected data
with MEILI.

3.1.1 MEILI architecture
MEILI is an open-source system designed for the collection and annotation of travel
diaries of multiple users. The design and implementation of MEILI has undergone
multiple iterations, but the philosophy behind developing MEILI remained con-
stant, i.e., MEILI should be a system that fulfills the following criteria: 1) can
collect GPS locations fused with accelerometer readings in a battery efficient man-
ner, from a large number of users, 2) allows users to annotate their collected data
into travel diaries, 3) uses different machine learning techniques to aid users during
data annotation stages, and 4) is available to the research community.

With regards to the aforementioned criteria, MEILI was designed as a typical,
three-tier, Model-View-Controller that has two types of clients: a data collection
component (which is further explained in Section 3.1.2) and an annotation compo-
nent (which is further explained in Section 3.1.3). The primary task of the data
collection component is to collect movement information from a user’s smartphone
in a seamless and battery efficient fashion. The primary task of the data annotation
component is to allow users to annotate their movement information with travel
semantics (i.e., trips, triplegs, travel modes, trip destinations and purposes) and to
display the inferred travel semantics. To reduce the user’s burden, MEILI performs
inferences about the travel semantics, which the user can verify and, if necessary,
correct. MEILI’s architecture and action flow are presented and discussed with re-
gards to Figure 3.1. MEILI has two main cycles: the data collection cycle (arrows
1 to 5) and the user annotation cycle (arrows 6 to 11).

17
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Figure 3.1: MEILI system’s architecture. The two main parts of the architecture,
i.e., the client and server side, are presented within dashed rectangles. The client
side contains the MEILI Mobility Collector, which is the application that continu-
ously runs in the background on a user’s smartphone and the MEILI Travel Diary,
which is the web page that the user can use to view and annotate her data. The
server contains an API that allows the communication between the clients com-
ponent and the database, a database that stores raw data, user annotations and
interaction logs, and the Artificial Intelligence (AI) API that partially annotates
the user’s data. The flow of actions is denoted in numbered arrows and is explained
in text.

To start using MEILI, the user first needs to instal the Mobility Collector on
her personal smartphone and then register a username and password (arrow 1).
After the registration, the user’s smartphone can start collecting data in a battery
efficient way (this is further described in Section 3.1.2.2). After the collection is
started, the Mobility Collector periodically updates the collected data to the central
server (arrow 3). Any upload of a batch of locations to the database prompts a
middleware to form a stream of all the locations belonging to users that are not
within an inferred trip, and pushes it forward to the AI (Artificial Intelligence)
component (arrow 4). The AI component then segments the stream into trips
and triplegs, and performs the needed inferences, i.e., travel mode, destination and
purpose inferences. These results are then inserted into the database and made
available for the user on logging in to the Travel Diary (arrow 5, and the second
cycle).

To annotate the collected data, the user logs in via the MEILI Travel Diary
(arrow 6), which prompts the database to be queried for the retrieval of the user’s
least recent unannotated trips and triplegs (arrows 7 to 10), and the output is
displayed via the web interface (arrow 11). The system relies on the database for
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ACID properties (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability) by broadcasting
each interaction on the client side to the database. In case of failure, i.e., the MEILI
Travel Diary enters an inconsistent state that prevents any annotation being made,
a rollback on the last annotated trip is performed by removing all its annotations,
which prompts the user to redo that trip’s annotation.

3.1.2 Trajectory data collection with MEILI
This section describes how data are collected via MEILI, with an emphasis on
sampling and battery efficiency. This is a summary of the methodology presented
in Paper I.

3.1.2.1 Equidistance tracking

There are two main types of tracking a user’s location in time: with a constant
duration between consecutive locations, i.e., equitime tracking, and with a constant
distance between consecutive locations, i.e., equidistance tracking. The main dif-
ferences between the two is illustrated in Figure 3.2. Equidistance tracking was
chosen over equitime tracking because of the information entropy maximization
(fewer points that reveal the same information that the user is stationary), its
contribution to battery savings (a more detailed discussion is presented in Section
3.1.2.2), and its higher utility in applications that visualize the spatial domain.

The set of locations captured using equidistance tracking is presented in Equa-
tion 3.1, where li represents the location at position i, lx,y

i represents the 2D coor-
dinate set, lti represents the time value, d[lx,y

i+1, l
x,y
i ] represents the distance between

two consecutive locations li and li+1, d[lx,y
i+1, l

x,y
i ] ≥ ∆dmin∧d[lx,y

i+1, l
x,y
i ] < ∆dmin+εd

represents the equidistance condition where εd represents the distance covered,
given the object’s speed, in the non-deterministic time difference between the time
at which the GPS receiver is enabled and the time at which the GPS receiver obtains
a location.

Le
d = 〈lx,y,t

i : d[lx,y
i+1, l

x,y
i ] ≥ ∆dmin ∧ d[lx,y

i+1, l
x,y
i ] < ∆dmin + εd,∀0 < i < n〉 (3.1)

3.1.2.2 Battery efficiency

The initial battery consumption estimates shown in Table 3.1 indicate that the max-
imal battery consumption is also associated with gathering the minimal ammount
of data, i.e., when the GPS receiver is enabled indoors. Another interesting finding
was that the cost of continuously collecting accelerometer data has very little effect
on the battery life. Since the accelerometer can be used to identify whether the
user is moving, a solution was proposed that disables GPS positioning when the
user is indoors and not moving, based on the accelerometer readings. Finally, the
different discharge rates associated with different GPS frequencies indicate that a
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Figure 3.2: Comparison between equdistance and equitime tracking. The figure on
the left represents sampling output for fixed parameter settings(∆tmin, ∆dmin )
for various constant speeds. For equitime sampling, the region left to the vertical
dashed lines is associated with oversampling and (questionable) battery effective-
ness and the region under the horizontal dashed line is associated with undersam-
pling and inferior information content. The figure on the right represents sampling
output of different sampling methods in the case of dynamically changing speed.

Sensors Discharge rate (mAh)
No sampling load 17

Accelerometer – one read every 200 milliseconds 18
GPS – one read every 30 seconds 47
GPS – one read every 15 seconds 65
GPS – one read every second 84

GPS – no visible satellites (independent of frequency) 106

Table 3.1: Battery consumption of sensors. The measurements were performed on
an HTC One X+ smartphone.

solution that adjusts the sampling frequency based on the speed at which the user
travel would further reduce the battery consumption.

The battery consumption of the employed solution for collecting data in a bat-
tery efficient way is presented in Equation 3.2, where tfi

GP S represents the time
spent with the GPS receiver enabled at the frequency fi, dfi

GP S represents the dis-
charge rate associated with fi, f = ∞ denotes that the time and consumption
relate to the device being indoors, and tacc and dacc represent the time while the
accelerometer is enabled and the discharge rate associated with collecting data with
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Figure 3.3: Conceptual design of the MEILI Travel Diary. To aid the user’s under-
standing of the trip, the Travel Diary displays the two important dimensions of a
trip: its geometry, on top of a basemap (left side), and its timeline, i.e., a verbose
summary of the sequence of triplegs within the trip, as well as relevant information
regarding the previous trip and the next trip (if any).

an accelerometer.

C =
∑

fi∈F

tfi

GP S ∗ d
fi

GP S + (tf=∞
GP S − tacc) ∗ df=∞

GP S + tacc ∗ dacc. (3.2)

The first part of the solution was implemented by using equidistance tracking.
The second part of the solution was implemented by using two alarms that duty
cycle one-another: the accelerometer alarm that switches off the GPS receiver when
no movement is detected and it enables the receiver as soon as movement is detected,
and the GPS alarm that resets the accelerometer alarm every time a new location
is detected. The details of the implementation, together with a pseudocode are
shown in Paper I.

3.1.3 Trajectory data annotation with MEILI
This section presents how users can interact with their collected data via a web
interface, and discusses the main implemented procedures for the interaction.

The interface offered to users for annotating their trips is conceptually described
in Figure 3.3, and has two main components: a map component that displays the
sequence of points associated with a trip on top of a basemap, and a timeline
component that describes the sequence of the inferred / annotated triplegs that
belong to a trip. This interface supports CRUD (Create, Read, Update, Delete)
operations on the entities that are relevant for travel diaries, such as:
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• GPS points - the user can currently delete GPS points or add new points
to enrich the geometry of a trip (in case of insertion, the timestamp of the
inserted point is interpolated based on the timestamp of its two neighbors,
the distance between the inserted point and each of its neighbors, and the
distance between its neighbors),

• triplegs - the user can update a tripleg by modifying its start and end bound-
aries (i.e., enlarge or shrink the tripleg), split one tripleg into several, in case
the AI failed to detect a tripleg, and merge two triplegs into one, in case the
AI oversegmented a tripleg,

• trips - the user can update a trip by modifying its start and end boundaries
(i.e., enlarge or shrink the trip), split one trip into several, in case the AI failed
to detect a trip, and merge two trips into one, in case the AI oversegmented
a trip, and

• POIs (transportation and destination POIs) – the user can declare a new
POI in the absence of any representative POI in the vicinity of a destination
/ transition, the user can delete a trip’s association with a POI, and the
user can edit destination POIs that have been inserted by herself and any
transportation POIs that have been inserted by other users.

3.2 Automation of travel diary entities

This section presents the methodology employed for the automatic extraction of
travel diary entities from trajectories fused with accelerometer readings, i.e., travel
mode segmentation, and destination and purpose inference.

3.2.1 Travel mode inference
This section presents the three different approaches employed for transportation
mode segmentation, followed by a discussion on the segmentation performance met-
rics.

3.2.1.1 Types of transportation segmentation

The three approaches use machine learning for classifying the transportation modes
of the proposed entities and are universally applicable since they rely exclusively
on features that are either aggregates or raw values of the sensor readings available
to smartphones, i.e., accelerometer readings and GPS locations.

3.2.1.1.1 Implicit point-based transportation mode segmentation

The implicit point-based transportation mode segmentation classifies each GPS
location into its travel mode. The features derived from the collected data are
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Table 3.2: List of features used by implicit point-based transportation mode seg-
mentation methods.
Parameter name Information
speed the current speed of the user
distCheck a boolean indicator dist(li, li−1) > ∆d
hist_summary(speed,4) statistical summary of speed
accMax maximum accelerometer value
accMean average of accelerometer values
accStdDev standard deviation of accelerometer values
numSteps number of steps
hist_summary(accStdDev,4) statistical summary accStdDev
hist_summary(numSteps,4) statistical summary of numSteps
userId a unique identifier for the user

presented in Table 3.2, where hist_summary(feature, n) represents the average,
minimum and maximum values of a feature for a window that contains the current
and the preceding n− 1 measurements (the case studies uses n = 5).

The distCheck is a boolean indicator variable that is set to true when the
distance to the previous measured location is larger than the sampling distance,
min_Dist, which is a helpful feature to detect changes in transportation modes.
The numSteps records the number of steps that is computed from the accelerometer
values recorded in between consecutive locations measurements and is useful for
differentiation between walking and bicycling.

To distinguish between different user patterns, the userId, which represents
a unique identifier for every participant, is used in the classification. Depending
on the use scenario, the userId feature should not be used for a classifier that
is supposed to generically perform well on data provided by new users, since the
classifier needs to be retrained for each new user. Paper I and Paper III contain
discussions about the effect of the userId feature.

Since the output of such an approach is sensitive to local, non-sequential errors,
such as spuriously inserting an incorrect mode within a sequence of correct modes,
the work summarized in this thesis compensates for this drawback by smoothing
the raw classifications using a five-element long majority filter.

3.2.1.1.2 Explicit holistic segment-based transportation mode segmen-
tation

The explicit holistic segment-based transportation mode segmentation first seg-
ments the trajectory into trips and triplegs, and then classifies each tripleg into
its transportation mode. Depending on the focus of the segmentation, this thesis
studies three different approaches to trajectory segmentation:
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Table 3.3: List of features used by explicit holistic segment-based transportation
mode segmentation, computed as segment aggregates.
Parameter name Information
segNumLocations number of locations
segDuration duration that the spans segment
segLength length of segment
segSpeed average travel speed for the segment
avgDuration average duration locations
avgSpeed average speed between locations
hist_summary(numSteps,2) statistical summary of numSteps
hist_summary(accMean,2) statistical summary of accMean

1) Stop-oriented segment detection. This segmentation method resonates
with the most widely used methods for detecting trips, namely detecting the
periods during which a user is stationary for a predefined period of time
(Wolf, 2000; Alvarez-Garcia et al., 2010; Axhausen et al., 2003). The rule
used to detect stationary segments is simple: if a user’s speed is less than
3.6 km/h for more than 2 minutes. Since this method is sensitive to noise,
every movement is passed through a noise filter that investigates if: a) the
cumulative distance between the centers of consecutive lines formed between
consecutive locations is significantly different from the cumulative distance
between consecutive locations, and b) the polyline formed between all the
consecutive points self-intersects more than three times.

2) Transition-oriented segment detection. This segmentation method is
sensitive to the fluctuations in speed and accelerometer values that are associ-
ated with transitions. The method detects a transition boundary if: a) the ac-
celerometer difference between consecutive locations is greater than a thresh-
old value, b) the speed difference between consecutive locations is greater than
a threshold value, and c) the projecting distance (defined next) is greater than
a threshold value. The projecting distance of a given location li is defined by
two entities: a point lpast

i is generated by projecting the distance that could
be traveled from li−1 along bearing li−1

i using the average speed between li−2
and li−1 in the time frame between li−1 and li, and a point lfuture

i is gener-
ated by projecting the distance that could be traveled from li+1 along bearing
lii+1 using the average speed between li+2 and li+1 in the time frame between
li+2 and li+1. The projecting distance is computed as the maximum distance
between lpast

i , lfuture
i and li.

3) Hybrid segment detection. The hybrid method combines the two previ-
ously defined methods during the following steps: a) segments a trajectory
into trips and stationary periods according to the stop-oriented segment de-
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tection, b) identifies segments that have a high standard deviation value for
speed and accelerometer, and c) applies transition-oriented segment detection
on the identified high standard deviation segments.

After obtaining the segments, the explicit holistic segment-based transportation
mode segmentation classifies each segment into its transportation mode. The fea-
tures, as derived from aggregating the raw readings for each segment, are presented
in Table 3.3. Contrasting the implicit point-based method, some of the employed
features concern attributes of the whole tripleg such as the total number of lo-
cations within the segment segNumLocations, segment’s duration segDuration,
segment’s length segLength, and the average travel speed of the segment segSpeed.
Furthermore, the summary features are computed between every two consecutive
locations, and then aggregated at the segment level. The summary features include
the following aggregates: average, median, minimum and standard deviation.

3.2.1.1.3 Explicit consensual point-based transportation mode segmen-
tation

The last approach combines the insights of both point- and segment-based ap-
proaches by using the sliding windows specific to point-based mode detection and
the segments specific to segment-based mode detection. The fixed window size
used in point-based mode detection is now altered so that it does not exceed the
segment’s boundary.

By using this method, every point within the segment is classified into a trans-
portation mode by a method similar to the point-based segmentation. The advan-
tage of this method is that every point within the segment votes on the outcome
of the segment classification, which allows for a majority based classification that
also acts as a noise filter.

3.2.1.2 Transportation mode segmentation performance

3.2.1.2.1 The insufficiency of the widely used transportation mode seg-
mentation performance metrics

As specified in Section 3.2.1.1, there are three disciplines that perform the trans-
portation mode detection task, whose solutions can be split into two approaches:
point-based and segment-based. The quality of the results of the respective ap-
proaches are evaluated based on the entities over which predictions are performed:
points and segments. For point-based approaches the particular error measures
used are: precision, which is defined as the percentage of correct positive predic-
tions, and recall, which is defined as the percentage of the positive cases identified.
The example on the left side of Figure 3.4, illustrates the limitation of these error
measures of point-based approaches in the context of transportation mode segmen-
tation. In particular, the ground truth contains two periods associated with two
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Figure 3.4: Difficulties of comparing different methods using common error metrics.
On the left, two different point-based methods PB1 and PB2 make the same number
of mistakes and misses but on different points. On the right, the segments of PBi

and of three different segment-based methods SBi are treated as equal since none
of them are matched to GT .

transportation modes, W - walking, and S - subway, by considering the results of
two different point-based classification methods PB1 and PB2. While the precision
and recall values for both methods are equal, 60%, when the output is translated
into segments, PB1 generates 9 segments and PB2 generates 3 segments. The
critical drawback of point-based error measures is that they cannot explain how
well the methods describe the travels of the user during the studied time frame, a
continuous phenomenon, because they are impervious to modeling the error prop-
agation when generating segments from the sequences of consecutive points of the
same transportation mode.

In comparison, the segment-based approach contains two steps: first, the trajec-
tories are partitioned into segments (by detecting trips and triplegs), and, second, a
classifier takes as input certain dimensions that are computed from the segments and
infers the transportation mode. In general, the quality of the results of segment-
based approaches are also evaluated according to the precision-recall framework,
but there is a large variation on which predicted segments are matched to which
ground truth segment for computing the error. Most commonly, researchers use
a spatial or temporal buffer around the edges of the ground truth intervals and
considers any inferred interval whose both edges fall within the buffer area as a
match and report mode precision and recall on the matched segments. The exam-
ple on the right side of Figure 3.4, illustrates the limitation of the error measures
of segment-based approaches. In particular, the outputs of three different segment
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based algorithms, SB1, SB2 and SB3, and the outputs translated to segments of
the two previously presented point-based methods, PB1 and PB2 are visualized
in relation to the ground truth. Because a segment is only considered matched
when both of its edges fall within the buffer, denoted in Figure 3.4 by the hatched
area, none of the methods could be matched. As such, the five seemingly different
methods are equal in terms of the precision and recall metrics that can be com-
puted only on matched segments, which are 0% in this case. The critical drawback
of segment-based error measures is that whenever the matched segments do not
coincide with all ground truth segments, the continuity of the phenomenon is not
respected by and reflected in the error measures.

3.2.1.2.2 Interval alignment

The traditional method to find the correspondence between intervals from two
datasets is a buffer-based, one-to-one matching. This type of matching method
introduces gaps in the dataset when the predefined thresholds are not passed. To
overcome the aforementioned limitations, a new method that identifies the corre-
spondence between two interval datasets is suggested, implemented and tested, i.e.,
interval alignment. This method is presented in detail in Paper III.

The interval alignment finds a correspondence between a set of inferred intervals
Linf and a set of ground truth intervals LGT such that after the alignment every
interval Linf

i has a correspondence in the ground truth set so that Linf
i .s = LGT

j .s

and Linf
i .e = LGT

k .e, where k >= j. The relationship between j and k is discussed
in Section 3.2.1.2.3.

After the alignment is performed, there are two issues that, when considered, can
be used for proposing error measures: the cardinality of alignment is not always
one-to-one (e.g., multiple inferred intervals can be aligned to one ground truth
interval, i.e., over-segmentation, or one ground truth interval is not aligned to any
of the inferred intervals, i.e., undersegmentation) and there is a difference between
the inferred and the ground truth interval edges (i.e., when the edges of the inferred
segment Linf

i are matched two different ground truth segments LGT
j and LGT

k ).

3.2.1.2.3 Cardinality penalty

This section studies the error by analyzing the cardinality of the alignment of
inferred periods to ground truth periods. To do so, based on the visionary work of
Allen (1983), the present work defines (as illustrated in Figure 3.5) the following
four relationships:

1) A direct match occurs when one inferred period is aligned to one ground truth
period and vice verse (one-to-one join) – Figure 3.5 (a).

2) An oversegmentation occurs when multiple inferred periods are aligned to one
ground truth period (many-to-one join), which is more important for some
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(a) Matched: one inferred period alligned to one ground truth period

(b) Oversegmented: multiple inferred periods alligned to one ground truth pe-
riod

(c) Missed: one inferred period alligned to more ground truth periods

(d) One handed join: special case where each of the edge of an inferred period
is aligned to a ground truth edge belonging to different ground truth periods

Figure 3.5: The four cardinality relationships derived from Allen (1983).

applications than for others – Figure 3.5 (b). For example, if transportation
modes for periods are correctly inferred then in some cases consecutive same-
mode periods can automatically be merged, whereas if the correctness of mode
inferences are uncertain then tedious manual merging is required.

3) A miss occurs when there is no information regarding an inferred period or its
edges (one-to-many join) – Figure 3.5 (c). Any miss is accompanied by two
one-handed joins since instead of splitting one period into “n” segments, the
algorithm detected only one segment, which contains edge information on the
first ground truth period and the last ground truth period within the period.

4) A one-handed join is a special case of a miss in which the start of an inferred
period is aligned to the start of a ground truth period and the end of the
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Figure 3.6: The spatial and temporal penalties of aligning the inferred
segments Inf with the ground truth segments GT . The second inferred
segment L′2 is longer than the aligned ground truth segment L2, at the
expense of its neighbors, which is captured by the spatial and temporal
penalties when performing the alignment.

inferred period is aligned to the end of any proceeding ground truth period
(one-to-many join) – Figure 3.5 (d). This is a special case because the inferred
period merges the information between two or more consecutive ground truth
periods. The severity of merging ground truth periods is application specific
and the one-handed join cardinality relationship can be used to identify these
cases as misses or treat them separately to identify which types of periods are
hard to distinguish.

3.2.1.2.4 Space and time penalties

Consider the trip illustrated in Figure 3.6 that contains three triplegs: L1, L2
and L3. Furthermore, consider a method that segments the trip into the following
three triplegs: L′1, L′2 and L′3, which are aligned using the method proposed in
Section 3.2.1.2.2 to the equivalent ground truth periods.

Any tripleg Li has a temporal (Ti) and a spatial (Si) dimension associated with
it, which are used when computing the temporal and spatial penalties that are a
consequence of the approximate alignment. Whenever a tripleg L′i is aligned to a
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tripleg Li and the edges corresponding to the periods are different, e.g., L′i.s 6= Li.s,
which is further referred to as alignment disagreement window, an alignment error
is made. These errors have spatial and temporal components which are further
referred to as spatial and temporal penalties, respectively. By analyzing the lo-
cations that were wrongfully moved in between the triplegs within the alignment
disagreement window, one can define the temporal penalty as the time that the
edge of the tripleg would have to be shifted in order to correct the mistake, and
the spatial penalty as the distance that the edge of the tripleg would have to be
moved across the consecutive points within the alignment disagreement window in
order to correct the mistake.

The temporal penalty is defined as the duration between all consecutive loca-
tions that were wrongfully shifted to / from a ground truth tripleg Li from / to
the triplegs whose periods overlap the start of the alignment disagreement window
– between Li.s and Li−j .s – and the end of the alignment disagreement window
– between Li.e and Li+k.e – when an inferred tripleg L′i is aligned to Li. The
temporal penalty for the start of the tripleg (the analogous formula is valid for the
end of the tripleg) is calculated with the formula presented in Equation 3.3 and it
is sensitive to negative values.

t_pL′i.s
Li.s = L′i.s− Li.s (3.3)

Similar to the temporal penalty, the spatial penalty is defined as the distance
between all the consecutive locations that are wrongfully shifted to / from a ground
truth tripleg Li from / to the triplegs whose periods overlap the start of the align-
ment disagreement window – between Li.s and Li−j .s – and the end of the align-
ment disagreement window – between Li.e and Li+k.e – when an inferred tripleg
L′i is aligned to Li. The spatial penalty of the start of the tripleg (the analogous
formula is valid for the end of the tripleg) is calculated with the formula presented
in Equation 3.4, where k is the index of the locations within the given interval,
and its values should be analyzed with regards to the temporal penalty values to
understand whether the segment has a greater or smaller length.

s_pLi.s
L′

i
.s =

∑
lk.t∈(L′

i
.s,Li.s]

dist(lk.(x, y), lk+1.(x, y)) (3.4)

Analyzing the formulas in Equations 3.3 and 3.4, the following observations can
be made about t_pL′i.s

Li.s, also referred to as t_p.s, and about s_pL′i.s
Li.s also referred

to as s_p.s:

1) when t_p.s = 0, the edges Li.s and L′i.s were perfectly matched,

2) when t_p.s > 0, all the locations between Li.s and L′i.s were wrongfully
shifted from Li to the preceding triplegs within the alignment disagreement
window Li−j during the alignment and the segment’s length decreased by
s_p.s, and
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3) when t_p.s < 0, all the locations between Li.s and L′i.s were wrongfully
shifted from the preceding triplegs within the alignment disagreement window
Li−j to Li during the alignment and the segment’s length increased by s_p.s.

One important aspect of this alignment is that the spatial and temporal penal-
ties for the start of a given segment Li are the opposites of the spatial and temporal
penalties for the end of its preceding segment, i.e., t_pL′i.s

Li.s = −1 ∗ t_pL′i−1.e

Li−1.e and

s_pL′i.s
Li.s = −1 ∗ s_pL′i−1.e

Li−1.e.

3.2.1.2.5 Proposed transportation mode segmentation performance met-
rics

After implementing all the methods, it is important to have accurate metrics
that indeed reflect on the performance of each method. As such, the traditional
precision and recall metrics are not suitable because they do not capture the essence
of what error is in the context of transportation mode segmentation.

Since the proposed methodology makes use of segment alignment to find the
correspondence between inferred segments and ground truth segments, the follow-
ing five evaluation metrics that make use of the segment alignment penalties and
segment alignment cardinality are proposed:

1) precision: the percentage of correctly inferred segments that are aligned to a
ground truth segment.

2) recall: the minimum percentage of length / duration explained by correctly
inferred segments divided by the total length / duration of the ground truth
segments.

3) shift-in penalty: the penalty of moving every missed ground truth segment
inside the inferred segment so that all the ground truth segments occupy the
same position in the inferred sequence as in the ground truth. The shift-in
penalty has a penalty in the dimension of time and one in the dimension of
space.

4) shift-out penalty: the penalty of moving each of the incorrect segments – i.e.,
the segments that do not have the same value for the inferred transportation
mode as the ground truth transportation mode – outside of the inferred seg-
ment when more than one inferred segments are aligned to one ground truth
segment.

5) oversegmentation: the number of inferred segments a ground truth segment
is split into by the tested method / algorithm.
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3.2.2 Destination and purpose inference
This section presents the inference methods used to determine the destination and
purpose of a trip by taking into account where the trip ended. These functions rely
on the following sets: P = {p1, p2, ..., pm}, which is an exhaustive set of the consid-
ered purposes, and D = {d1, d2, ..., dn}, which is an exhaustive set of the considered
POIs, where di = (x, y, P ), so that di.x and di.y represent its coordinates, and di.P
represent the number of times di was visited for each of the purposes within P so
that di.P = {dp1

i .c, d
p2
i .c, ..., d

pm

i .c}.

3.2.2.1 Destination inference

The destination inference first relies on extracting the subset De,b given the trip’s
end e.(x, y) and a buffer b, as shown in Equation 3.5, where dist(e.(x, y), Di.(x, y))
represents the Euclidean distance between the trip’s end e and the POI Pi.

De,b = {di : di ∈ D ∧ dist(e.(x, y), di.(x, y)) ≤ b} (3.5)

The employed method uses the probability mass distribution function to order
the POIs based on their probability of being a destination, as shown in Equation
3.6, where d is the POI whose probability is computed and k is |De,b|.

P (d|De,b) =

m∑
j=1

dpj .c

k∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

d
pj

i .c

(3.6)

In case the user did not visit any of the POIs within De,b, the probability distri-
bution is given by the the inverse distance between the trip’s end e and any given
POI d within De,b, as shown in Equation 3.7.

P (d|De,b) = 1
dist(d.(x, y), e.(x, y)) (3.7)

3.2.2.2 Purpose inference

The purpose inference relies on a similar approach to the destination inference and
it takes as input a destination Di as shown in Equation 3.8.

P (p|Di, P ) = dp
i .c

m∑
j=1

d
Pj

i .c
(3.8)

In case the user did not visit Di before, the inference falls back on the knowledge
extracted from the whole user base and on the temporal information about the trip’s
end e. The user destination-purpose history is described by the Equation 3.9, where
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c represents the number of times destination Di was visited for purpose Pj at time
t, and the functions dow(t), which maps the timestamp t to its day of week within
the interval [0; 6], and hod(t), which maps the timestamp t to its hour of day within
the interval [0; 23] .

Hu = {(di, pj , hod(t), dow(t), c) : di ∈ D ∧ pj ∈ P} (3.9)

Then the probability of every purpose is inferred by measuring how common
the purpose is given the day of week of the trip’s end dow(e.t) and its hour of day
hod(e.t), as shown in Equation 3.10.

P (p|e,H) = H.(dow(e.t), hod(e.t), p).c
m∑

j=1
H.(dow(e.t), hod(e.t), pj).c

(3.10)

3.3 Travel diary capture comparison

This section describes the methodology used for comparing travel diaries that have
been collected by two different systems, and focuses on a one-to-one direct matching
between the entities provided by the two captures. The methodology is explained
in detail in Paper II.

3.3.1 Definition of travel diary entities
The main entities that are collected by an ideal travel diary are presented in Figure
3.7. Since the response rate usually decreases with the increase of level of detail
of questions, the traditional surveys only include the main mode of transportation
per trip. While this limits the use of the information collected by traditional travel
diaries, the focus is usually on collecting data from a large number of individuals, as
opposed to collecting high level of detail data from a smaller number of individuals.

The different data types describe one of the following aspects of a trip / tripleg:

1) spatial aspect – this contains information about the route that the user chose
for the trip / tripleg, the origin1 and destination of the trip (the POI where
the trip started and the POI where the trip ended) / tripleg (the POI / trans-
portation stop where the tripleg started and the POI / transportation stop
where the tripleg ended), and the length of the trip, which can be computed
as the length of the polyline that describes the route or the Euclidean distance
between the origin POI and the destination POI.

2) temporal aspect – this contains information about when the user started and
ended the trip / tripleg and how long the trip / tripleg lasted, which is either

1To avoid redundant modeling, it is sufficient to specify that the destination of a trip is the
origin of the trip that follows it.
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Figure 3.7: The important entities for travel diaries, together with their attributes.
One trip contains at least one tripleg.

computed from the start and end time, or, in the absence of start and end
time declaration, is declared by the user. Waiting time can be computed for
each tripleg as the time a user waited when transitioning in between triplegs
and then it can be aggregated to find out the total waiting time or average
waiting time per trip. Similarly, one can compute the waiting time in between
consecutive trips to identify the time spent at the origin POI.

3) descriptive aspect – this contains information about why the user performed
a certain trip (i.e., trip purpose) or about the transportation modes the user
employed for a tripleg (i.e., tripleg travel mode).

3.3.2 Matching equivalent entries from different travel diary
collection systems

To find the corresponding captures of the same trip by the two different systems,
this methods uses the following constraints:

1) temporal co-occurrence, i.e., the absolute difference between the start (and
end) time of the capture of a trip in one system and the start (and end) time
of the capture of the same trip in the other system has to be smaller than a
threshold value, Tmax, and

2) identical purposes, i.e., the trips that fulfill the temporal co-occurrence con-
straint have to have the same purpose, which prevents multiple matches be-
tween trips that have a duration less than 2*Tmax.
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The use of a spatial constraint is avoided due to well known errors in geocoding,
which prevent trips to be matched if the origins and destinations are specified via
potentially incomplete addresses.

3.3.3 Quality indicators for ground truth candidate suggestion
After finding the equivalent captures of same trips by the two different systems, it is
important to investigate how well does one system capture the spatial and temporal
aspects of a trip, which is an intrinsic comparison (as described in Section 3.3.3.2),
as well as the difference between the attributes of trips captured by both systems,
which is an extrinsic comparison (as described in Section 3.3.3.1).

3.3.3.1 Extrinsic - pairwise entity comparison

This comparison is done on the captures of the same trip by the two different
systems, with regards to each trip attribute as described in Section 3.3.1 and shown
in Figure 3.7.

A regular comparison would involve the aggregates of the temporal and spatial
aspects of the trip such as the trip’s length and duration. One interesting implica-
tion is the multiple ways of obtaining a destination for a trip, such as: 1) address
specification, where a user verbosely declares the address of the destination, 2) in-
teractive specification, where a user chooses the trip by clicking on an interactive
map, or 3) revealed specification, where the destination is considered to be at the
last recorded GPS point of the trajectory associated with the trip.

Given that the trip matching already involves temporal and purpose constraints,
those attributes could be ignored for a surface analysis that only investigates the
apparent differences between the captures of the same trip. However, a deeper
investigation should involve these attributes as well since they can reveal important
information such as: whether there is a systematic time capture error in one system
(e.g., the capture of a trip in one system is always a number of minutes earlier or
later than the capture of the different system) or whether users are more prone
to choose a different purpose for a trip occurring at the same time in a collection
system.

3.3.3.2 Intrinsic - spatial and temporal quality indicators

When the route associated with the trip / tripleg is collected as well, as opposed
to only collecting the origin and destination of the trip / tripleg, it is possible to
have an indication on the quality of the collection.

Given a sequence of GPS points that describe the route, one can test whether
different assumptions, such as the distance between consecutive GPS points or the
duration between consecutive points, hold. This work uses spatial and temporal
quality indicators that measure how well a system can capture the route with
regards to time and space.
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The spatial indicator value is computed by the formula presented in Equation
3.11, where dist(i+1, i) represents the distance between the consecutive GPS points
i and i+1, and ∆dmin represents the threshold value describing the expected spacing
between points, and I(condition) is an indicator function that has a value of 1
when the condition is met, and 0 otherwise. This function returns the percentage
of distance that is described by GPS points spaced at maximum ∆dmin meters from
one another. If equidistance tracking was used, then ∆dmin represents the specified
distance between consecutive points. To use this function on the route capture of
an equitime tracking, one has to use a sensible heuristic to derive ∆dmin, such as
the maximum covered distance at the equitime tracking specification, ∆tmin, with
the fastest transportation mode.

S_idx =
∑
dist(i+ 1, i) ∗ I(dist(i+ 1, i) ≤ ∆dmin)∑

dist(i+ 1, i) (3.11)

Similarly, the temporal indicator value is computed by using the formula pre-
sented in Equation 3.12, where t(i+ 1, i) represents the duration between the con-
secutive GPS points i and i+1, and ∆tmin represents the threshold value describing
the expected duration between points. If equitime tracking was used, then ∆tmin

represents the specified duration between consecutive points. To use this function
on the route capture of an equidistance tracking, one has to use a sensible heuristic
to derive ∆tmin, such as the maximum duration between two GPS points at the
equidistance tracking specification, ∆tmin, with the slowest transportation mode.

T_idx =
∑
δti,i+1 ∗ I(δti,i+1 ≤ ∆tmin)∑

δti,i+1
(3.12)

An ideal capture of an entity would have a value of 100% for both T_idx
and S_idx. The implications of T_idx and S_idx are discussed at length in the
following subsection.

3.3.4 Matched subset analysis
It is important to note that, in the absence of absolute ground truth, a pairwise
comparison will only yield a result that concerns the discoverable trips from the
two systems, i.e., the union of the entities shown in Figure 3.8a.

After matching the trips, one can perform the analysis on the following subsets
for a better understanding of the difference between collection systems:

• subset of matched trips (Figure 3.8a),

• subset of trips that are candidates for ground truth (S_idx > T_S and
T_idx > T_T , as in Figure 3.8e),

• subset of noisy trips (S_idx < T_S and T_idx > T_T ),

• subset of merged trips (S_idx > T_S and T_idx < T_T ),
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(a) Trips captured per system(b) Spatial Indicator Effect

(c) Temporal Indicator Effect (d) Pairwise comparison effect

(e) Ground truth candidates (f) Partially matched trips

Figure 3.8: Trip subsets based on matching functions and quality indicators.

• subset of unreliable trips (S_idx < T_S and T_idx < T_T ), and

• subset of partially matched trips (the matching is approximate and it is based
on a non-exhaustive entity set, namely start / stop time and purpose of trips,
which can result in partially matched trips as seen in Figure 3.8f).

Based on the subset of ground truth candidates, it is possible to propose penal-
ties that reflect the ability of each system to collect trips with regards to the tem-
poral and spatial domains.

For the time domain, one can compute errors for the start time, end time or
duration discrepancy, further referred to as error entities, as shown in Equation
3.13, where P j

t represents the penalty, Sj
i .t represents the capture of the error entity

by a trialled system Si that is associated with a travel diary entity j, Sj
i .T_idx

represents the temporal indicator value of the capture of the travel diary entity j by
Si, and δT_idx represents the maximum value for which the two indicator values
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are regarded as similar.

P j
t =


0 if | Sj

1.T_idx− S
j
2.T_idx |≤ ∆T_idx,

Sj
1.t− S

j
2.t if Sj

1.T_idx > Sj
2.T_idx+ ∆T_idx,

Sj
2.t− S

j
1.t if Sj

2.T_idx > Sj
1.T_idx+ ∆T_idx

(3.13)

A similar penalty is the space domain penalty, which can be computed for length
differences, as shown in Equation 3.14, where P j

s represents the spatial penalty, Sj
i .s

represents the capture of the error entity by a trialled system Si that is associated
with a travel diary entity j, Sj

i .S_idx represents the spatial indicator value of the
capture of the travel diary entity j by Si, and δS_idx represents the maximum
value for which the two indicator values are regarded as similar.

P j
s =


0 if | Sj

1.S_idx− S
j
2.S_idx |≤ ∆S_idx,

Sj
1.s− S

j
2.s if Sj

1.S_idx > Sj
2.S_idx+ ∆S_idx,

Sj
2.s− S

j
1.s if Sj

2.S_idx > Sj
1.S_idx+ ∆S_idx

(3.14)

The penalties can offer more insight regarding the collection pervasiveness and
accuracy of multiple systems.



Chapter 4

Results and Analysis

4.1 Overview of the conducted case studies

This thesis is based on three case studies, which are summarized in Table 4.1. Since
these studies are interlinked, the problems that are considered in each case study
are summarized in Table 4.2.

The first case study (CS I) was designed as a “test-run” to verify the feasibility
of the implemented battery efficient data collection and different inference methods
have been applied on the collected data. During the trial, the online purpose and
destination inference was tested, and after the trial the offline point-based travel
mode detection was tested. Since this case study was a test run, the travel mode
and purpose schemas were simple.

The second case study (CS II) was designed as an “internal” pre-large-trial run
to verify the feasibility of using MEILI for collecting travel diary data. During this
case study, the purpose and travel mode schemas have been adapted to mimic the
schemas found in traditional travel diary collection methods. Furthermore, travel
diaries were collected in parallel with MEILI and via a declarative Paper-and-Pen
interface. Different methods were used to assess the quality of the collected data
via either system and then analyzed how well each system can collect data. Finally,
user feedback regarding battery efficiency and experience with interacting with the
MEILI Travel Diary has been collected.

The third case study (CS III) was the main case study and it collected data
from a large number of users during the same period of time with an official Na-
tional Travel Survey collection. MEILI Diary was reimplemented and the inference
methods were modified to provide an ordered list of the schema items, based on
probability, as opposed to inferring the most probable one only. CS III can be
considered as re-running CS II at a larger scale since it collects the same data and
performs similar analysis.

39
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Table 4.1: Overview of the case studies conducted for this thesis
CS I CS II CS III

Start date 14.11.2013 29.09.2014 02.11.2015
End date 24.11.2013 05.10.2014 09.11.2015
# PP part. N/A 42 415
# MEILI part. 11 30 171
# PP & MEILI part. N/A 28 83
# Feedback ans. N/A 34 303
Median age N/A 40 42
# Raw GPS 22,000 91,000 970,000
# Annot. GPS 15,000 66,000 322,000
# Annot. triplegs 165 1,307 5,961
# Annot. trips 156 718 2,132
Observations Small sample Respondent bias Large field trial

Table 4.2: Overview of the problems treated by each case study
Problem Case Studies
Battery efficiency and user experience I, II, III
Travel mode inference I, II, III
Destination inference I, II, III
Purpose inference I, II, III
Travel diary comparison II, III
Ground truth candidates II, III

4.2 Change of focus in between the case studies

The relation between the three case studies related to this thesis (see Table 4.1
and Table 4.2) should be considered before continuing with the results of the case
study. The initial purpose was to develop a fully automated system that can take
as input a trajectory covering the movement of a user during a predefined period
and annotating it into a travel diary. Unfortunately, the studies that were made for
obtaining such a system (Prelipcean et al., 2014, 2015, 2016) revealed that literature
studying the automation of travel diary entities are built on assumptions that are
not applicable to real life scenarios, such as having a trajectory perfectly segmented
in triplegs, or a perfect trip end detection algorithm. Due to time constraints,
the purpose of the research changed to having a semi-automated system that can
minimize the interaction between a user and the Travel Diary Web Application,
which can be seen in CS III. The purpose shift during the three case studies has
been accompanied by major system redesigns concerning user interaction and data
modelling (see Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.1: The focus shift between the three case studies. While the initial pur-
pose was the complete automation of the travel diary generation, CS I revealed
that data can be collected in a battery efficient manner, but CS II revealed that
the implications of automating the travel diary entities have not been studied suf-
ficiently in the scientific literature. CS III was performed under the assumption of
a semi-automated travel diary system, where the inferences are used to minimize
user interaction with the system.

The most notable changes in between case studies are the schema changes for
purposes and travel modes between CS I and CS II, the complemented GPS data
collection with GSM and WiFi positioning between CS I and CS II, the iOS im-
plementation of MEILI Mobility Collector between CS II and CS III, the MEILI
Travel Diary redesign between CS II and CS III, the change of employed inference
methods between CS II and CS III, and the dropping of the type declaration for
destinations between CS II and CS III (the type of a POI was used in CS I and
CS II for purpose inference). The redesign of the system between CS II and CS
III was performed based on the user feedback received at the end of CS II and on
consulting with user design experts.

4.3 Battery efficiency and user experience

As shown in Section 4.2, the only case studies that collected user experience feed-
back are CS II and CS III. Table 4.3 shows the data collected from the users via a
form designed for getting user feedback with regards to battery consumption, the
difficulty of installing the MEILI Mobility Collector application and the difficulty
of using the MEILI Travel Diary web page for data annotation.

One of the main differences between CS II and CS III is the additional imple-
mentation of the MEILI Mobility Collector for iOS devices, which enable the data
collection of a larger user base. The same battery aware data collection method
was implemented for iOS, since initial measurements showed that it outperforms
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Table 4.3: User experience in two case studies
CS II CS III Observations

Battery life
Same as without 23.5% 61.9% The experience of battery life

consumption improved between the
two case studies.

Little effect 50% 20.8%
Major effect 26.5% 17.3%

Ease of installation
No problems 85.3% 86.5% Most users do not have problems

installing the MEILI Mobility
Collector.

Slight problems 8.8% 7.7%
Severe problem 5.9% 5.7%

Annotation process
Intuitive 55.9% 15% The annotation user experience

drastically deteriorated between the
two case studies.

Slight problems 38.2% 23%
Severe problems 5.9% 62%

the default battery efficiency considerations of tracking in iOS both in terms of
battery efficiency and the spatial and temporal distribution of the collected GPS
points. The perception the users have on the battery consumption is in general
positive, and the majority of users in the larger CS III user pool do not notice any
effect of having the MEILI Mobility Collector installed on their smartphone.

Both user groups report few problems when installing the MEILI Mobility Col-
lector, which can be due to the availability of the application in the official appli-
cation web stores of both iOS (AppStore) and Android (Google Play).

There is a drastic shift when it comes to how easy it is for the users to annotate
their trips, where most CS II users reported an intuitive experience during the
annotation process, and most CS III users reported several problems during the
annotation process. This can be due to multiple things, out of which the most
probable are:

• the CS II user set was biased towards transportation professionals, and the
CS III user set contained more non-technical users

• the re-design of the web application decreased the user experience

• the occasionally occurring bugs prompted users into abandoning the case
study and reporting an unpleasant experience

• users of a different mobile operating system / platform might have different
expectations regarding the user experience
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Table 4.4: Descriptive statistics for the overall spacing between consecutive GPS
locations (in meters) given a equidistance sampling at 50 meters. The average spac-
ing between consecutive GPS locations stabilizes towards the specified equidistance
parameter in the later case studies.

Avg. SD Med. Min. Max.
CS I 137 577 59 0 19,515
CS II 124 1,685 58 0 242,184
CS III 98 3,397 58 0 1,286,541

4.4 Equidistance sampling

The sampling method used for data collection for all case studies is that of equidis-
tance sampling, with the distance parameter set to 50 meters. Table 4.4 shows the
descriptive statistics on the distance between consecutive locations. The average
distance between consecutive locations is within 2-3 times the specified sampling
distance when looking at the overall locations, and the median is close to the spec-
ified sampling distance. Most travel modes have both the average and median
distance between consecutive GPS readings close to the distance parameter, i.e., 50
meters.

The modes whose average distance between consecutive GPS readings is larger
than expected are either difficult to track due to lack of GPS coverage (e.g., subway,
flight) or those modes that are used by few users, in which case the values are
subjected to the regression to the mean phenomenon (e.g., bus in CS I, tram in CS
II).

One interesting observation is that the users annotate the readings that occur
inside airports as flights, which skews the average and median values to unexpected
values.

4.5 Destination, purpose and travel mode inference

Computing the performance of inferences for the studied travel diaries can be done
under two distinct settings. The first setting is relevant for semi-automatic travel
diary collection systems where the user is supposed to pay attention to the tra-
jectory segmentation and options proposed by the system. The second setting is
relevant to fully automatic travel diary collection systems in which the inference
performances are assessed on the inferred dataset, measuring the difference between
a dataset annotated by the user, which is considered ground truth, and a dataset
annotated by the inference methods. Studying each scenario provides useful infor-
mation into how much a classifier can reduce the burden of the user by providing a
list of modes ordered by their probability (e.g., top 3 inference performance, which
is relevant for the first setting) or which parts of the multi-step approach need to
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Table 4.5: The destination inference results for all case studies. The features used
for inferring destinations in CS I and CS II yielded a similar precision in both case
studies. However, the classifier performed poorly in CS III, which can be explained
by the fact that a considerable number of users annotated few trips, which prevented
the history based component to have weight in for the classification.

# Correct # Incorrect Precision
CS I 64 92 41.0%
CS II 255 353 41.9%

CS III
Top 1 613 1529 28.6%
Top 2 872 1270 40.7%
Top 3 997 1145 46.5%

be improved in order to obtain a better fully automatic trajectory segmentation
into travel modes (second setting). This section discusses both scenarios.

4.5.1 Destination inference
The results for the destination inference performance can be seen in Table 4.5, where
it is noticeable that the classifier achieved a similar precision for CS I and CS II,
but it performed poorly for CS III. The main difference between CS III and the
other case studies is the average number of annotations performed by a user. Since
a considerable number of users annotated few trips in CS III, the active learning
component was not used and most predictions were based on the POI proximity to
the trip’s end location.

The top 3 predictions suggested to the users show that in roughly one third
of the cases, the correct destination is suggested in the first three items in the
ordered list offered to the user in the annotation component. There seems to be no
major accuracy gain between top 2 and top 3 suggestions, which could imply an
accuracy ceiling imposed by the lack of POIs. This is expected since most widely
used POIs (i.e., personal POIs such as home or work place) have to be declared by
the users since they are absent from the database. Continuing this type of analysis
could yield more information regarding what are the limitations of destination and
purpose inference in a fully automated scenario in which the users do not interact
with their data.

4.5.2 Purpose inference
As mentioned in Section 2.2.5, the purpose inference performance is tied to the
destination inference performance, which can be observed in Table 4.6, where the
performance indicator values for CS I and CS II are similar to one another, and the
purpose inference precision decreased in CS III.
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Table 4.6: The overall purpose inference performance for each case study. The
decrease in the performance for CS III can be associated with the lack of POI type
as a feature for the purpose inference.

Precision Recall F1 # Trips
CS I 54.4% 54.7% 0.55 444
CS II 54.7% 57.9% 0.56 767
CS III 27.9% 35.8% 0.30 2142

Table 4.7: The top 3 overall purpose inference performance for CS III. There is
no noticeable difference between the top 2 and top 3 performance of the classifier,
which is consistent with the destination inference observations.

Precision Recall F1
Top 1 27.9% 35.8% 0.30
Top 2 33.4% 44.0% 0.36
Top 3 34.6% 46.2% 0.37

The decrease of the purpose inference precision is also due to the redesign of the
data model between CS II and CS III, where the users are not prompted to specify
the POI type during destination declaration, which resulted in a purpose inference
model that does not have POI type as a feature used in classification.

Since the classification focus shifted between a fully automatic classification
in CS II to ordering the inferred classes based on probability to aid the user’s
interaction with the system in CS III, it is important to analyze the top 2 and
top 3 performance of the classifier in CS III. Table 4.7 shows that while there
is a noticeable difference between the performance of the top 1 and the top 2
classification, the top 3 classification is not noticeably difference from the top 2 one.
This is expected because the performance of the top n classification is defined as
the percentage of time the top 1 classifier on inferred destination n is correct. Since
there is no increase in precision between top 2 and top 3 in destination inference,
it is intuitive for this to be reflected in the purpose inference.

4.5.3 Travel mode inference
The methodology for travel mode inference has shifted in between the three case
studies from point-based classifiers (in CS I) to hybrid classifiers based on both
point-derived and segment derived features (in CS II and III). The main differences
between the three case studies with regards to the travel mode inference and how
it was performed are presented in Table 4.8.

One of the main contributions of this thesis is introducing error measures that
aid in understanding fully automated mode inference methods. This concept was
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Table 4.8: Overall travel mode inference accuracy for the three case studies. CS I
focused on point-based classification in a real-time classification scenario. CS II and
CS III investigated different strategies for mode detection as performed for travel
diaries. The number of considered traveled modes increased between CS I and CS
III.

CS I CS II CS III
# Modes 7 10 16
Precision 90.80% 75.30% 64.40%
Recall 90.90% 73.20% 60.00%
PR Type Point-based Novel Novel
Segmentation strategy N/A Hybrid Hybrid
Classifier type Random Forest Random Forest Nearest Neighbor

Table 4.9: The top 3 performance for travel modes suggested to users in CS III
Top 1 Top 2 Top 3

Bicycle 50.3% 69.9% 78.3%
Bus 33.9% 56.8% 69.7%
Car driver 59.1% 75.7% 85.3%
Car passenger 28.2% 53.5% 72.2%
Commuter train 27.6% 52.0% 67.5%
Ferryboat 60.0% 78.6% 84.3%
Flight 27.9% 44.2% 53.5%
Moped 34.6% 55.8% 67.3%
Other 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Subway 36.3% 58.8% 73.8%
Taxi 47.4% 69.6% 81.4%
Train 32.4% 47.1% 52.9%
Tram 50.2% 66.8% 77.5%
Walk 70.1% 85.5% 92.6%
Overall 53.5% 72.1% 82.1%

introduced in CS II, and it caused a shift of focus from classifying each GPS location
into its transportation mode to first segmenting a trajectory into segments that
contain GPS readings having similar movement characteristics (e.g., speed, total
acceleration, number of steps, etc.), and then classifying each segment into its
transportation mode.

Analyzing the suggestions that the employed travel mode detection algorithm
offers to the users (Table 4.9), the correct mode is suggested first in the list ordered
by likelihood roughly half of the time, and in the top 3 items in the ordered list 80%
of the times. Contrary to the top 3 inference accuracy of destination and purpose
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Table 4.10: Shift in- and out time penalties. The value presented in the column
titled "Ideal" represent the best case scenario for time penalties given the used
segmentation method and a perfect inference. The time shift-in penalties are higher
than the shift-out counterparts, which is mainly due to missed segments and one
handed joins (as seen in Section 3.2.1.2.3).

Shift-out time (min) Shift-in time (min) Oversegm.Mode Ideal Obtained Ideal Obtained
Bicycle 0.1±0.7 14±88 26±119 810±4390 1.7±2.3
Bus 0.1±1.3 11±125 35±161 232±1027 1.9±1.7
Car driver 1.1±20 6±53 15±114 343±1958 1.7±1.7
Car passenger 0±0.2 0.3±3 8±66 347±3382 1.4±1.6
Commuter train 0.3±1.8 2±13 26±108 422±1991 2.1±2.5
Ferryboat 0 0 0 0 1
Flight 0 0 88±183 167±315 1.6±1.3
Moped 0 49±168 0 87±204 1.3±0.6
Other 0 0 51±134 1454±2862 3.8±3.8
Stop 0.8±11 1.8±22 36±164 65±303 1±0.3
Subway 0.3±1.8 4±37 23±107 111±647 1.5±1.2
Taxi 0.3±0.2 1±5 20±101 254±618 1.7±1.2
Train 0.4±1.5 1.4±5 24±102 94±245 1.7±1.4
Tram 2.2±6 10±27 1.7±4 646±2167 1.7±1.5
Transition 0.4±6.5 1±11 21±153 711±16200 1.5±2.6
Walk 1.8±31 5±51 27±180 220±2123 1.4±1.6

inference where there was no significant increase in performance between top 2 and
top 3, there is a noticeable increase between the top 2 and top 3 performance for
travel mode. As in any active learning scenario, the classifier improves whenever a
user correctly annotates a tripleg. This could explain the low top 3 performance for
modes such as flight and bus, where a user could be considering the movement in /
next to airports (for flights) or bus stops (for buses) as part of triplegs and not as
transitions between triplegs, which limits the learning capabilities of the algorithm.

The error measures relevant for analyzing the performance of a fully automatic
system that segments a trajectory into travel modes, as introduced in Paper III,
are summarized in Tables 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12.

Table 4.10 identifies the shift-in and shift-out time penalties computed on the CS
III data. The ideal shift-out and shift-in time penalties are computed for the ideal
scenario (i.e., a method that is always correct when identifying the travel mode of
a segment) to identify the errors associated with using the employed segmentation
method, which acts as a ceiling for the performance of any method that classifies
the inferred segments. As expected, the shift-out time penalty has a low value,
which implies that the segmentation method tends to infer the edge of segments
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Table 4.11: Shift in- and out penalties. The value presented in the ideal column
represent the best case scenario for distance penalties given the used segmentation
method. The distance shift in penalties are higher than the shift out counterparts,
which is mainly due to missed segments and one handed joins.

Shift-out distance (m) Shift-in distance (m)
Mode Ideal Obtained Ideal Obtained
Bicycle 14±125 46±271 439±2233 17311±122950
Bus 46±731 128±1567 1605±6136 13170±39948
Car driver 14±295 174±3860 542±3721 22118±129819
Car passenger 0 0 857±7303 40035±341817
Commuter train 12±90 408±3891 2185±6974 22538±87214
Ferryboat 0 0 0 0
Flight 0 0 55208±152963 56910±152334
Moped 0 96±333 0 5067±11988
Other 0 0 93±105 60734±148010
Stop 46±523 88±970 2493±20227 6415±59716
Subway 40±326 322±2114 1479±6650 24398±335383
Taxi 2±11 1489±7593 15895±81051 38341±168579
Train 22±129 503±2597 817±2034 52148±249553
Tram 118±319 979±3431 372±1257 15702±46683
Transition 12±195 38±669 512±10154 34874±1084379
Walk 95±1654 208±3366 490±3923 3989±29107

close to the actual edge of the aligned segment. The high shift-in time penalty value
is mostly induced by ground truth segments that were either one-handed matches
or missed. This picture changes when analyzing the shift-in and shift-out penalties
obtained when using the nearest neighbor classifier. First, some oversegmented
triplegs (one to many matches) were incorrectly classified, which caused an increase
in the shift-in and shift-out time penalties. Second, some direct matches were
incorrectly classified, which prompted further accumulation of shift-in and shift-out
time penalties. The shift-in and shift-out time penalties for transition segments, i.e.,
between consecutive different modes, have the highest standard deviation values,
which is expected since transitions are usually difficult to detect, and are usually
one-handed matches if they are detected.

Similarly, Table 4.11 identifies the shift-in and shift-out distance penalties com-
puted on the CS III data. The distance penalties are affected by the time penalties
and the travel speed of the considered mode. This can be observed when analyzing
the high speed and low speed modes, where a low time penalty for a low speed mode
has a low distance penalty and a low time penalty for a high speed mode has a high
distance penalty (e.g., the travel modes bicycle and subway have similar values for
the shift-in time penalty but the shift-in space penalty is higher for subway than
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Table 4.12: The difference between the maximum obtainable precision and recall
values, given the segmentation method, and the obtained precision with a nearest
neighbor classifier.

Precision (%) Recall (%)
Mode Ideal Obtained Ideal Obtained
Bicycle 99.2±9.0 45.1±46.0 82.2±32.4 41.6±47.0
Bus 93.9±23.8 26.8±41.4 75.0±37.1 27.8±42.4
Car driver 98.8±11 51.3±54.9 84.1±31.6 51.8±47.6
Car passenger 99.1±9.4 15.3±35.5 87.4±27.4 13.8±34.1
Commuter train 93.4±25.0 15.5±34.6 70.1±38.7 14.5±33.4
Ferryboat 100 0 100 0
Flight 87.5±35.4 25±46.3 68.6±43.0 23.4±43.5
Moped 100 58.3±51.5 85.9±32.9 58.3±51.5
Other 100 0 40.1±44.9 0
Stop 83.4±36.3 76.8±41.6 79.5±42.2 75.5±43.6
Subway 91.1±28.3 29.4±43.9 69.2±41.6 25.6±42.6
Taxi 96.2±19.6 9.0±27.6 85.4±31.3 8.2±27.2
Train 93.75±24.6 9.4±26.8 71.4±39.6 10.1±28.5
Tram 100 12.2±27.1 67.7±43.1 1.4±3.8
Transition 99.8±4.1 89.0±25.1 87.7±31.9 81.3±37.4
Walk 96.6±17.9 72.4±42.5 83.9±33.8 63.7±45.5
Overall 95.3±20.9 66.6±44.5 82.6±35.6 61.9±47.1

for bike).
Furthermore, comparing the maximum obtainable precision and recall values

given the segmentation with the precision and recall values obtained by the em-
ployed algorithm can offer more insight regarding future improvement for the mode
detection algorithm (Table 4.12). While the maximum obtainable precision and
recall value indicate that the segmentation algorithm does not impose a severe
limitation for a successful classifier, the nearest neighbor classifier has problems
identifying modes that have similar movement characteristics, e.g., different types
of train, different types of car, etc. Unfortunately, this nearest neighbor classifier
cannot be used as it is for new user sets due to its obvious confusion of classes.
Investigating the classes that are confused and the reasons behind the confusion is
part of future research.

Finally, it is important to analyze how successful the classifier is in an active
setting, since it indicates the overall accuracy that can be achieved per user when
annotating a minimum number of triplegs. This is summarized in Figure 4.2b,
where the precision increases from 65% for all users to 75% for users who annotated
at least 90 triplegs. Similar observations can be made for the recall value, where
the increase is from 60% to 75%. As expected, the minimum value increases with
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(b) Recall increase due to active learning

Figure 4.2: The effect of active learning on precision and recall.

the minimum number of triplegs, since this filter does not consider users who failed
to use the system as expected. Similar observations can be made for the standard
deviation of the precision and recall, where the standard deviation value decreases
with the increase in minimum number of triplegs. This indicates that even though
the initial performance is poor, the learning component does provide a boost in
accuracy given sufficient data on which it can learn. One of the future research
direction is to investigate which features can be removed and which features should
be added to allow for a faster learning rate on the classifier.

4.6 Travel diary data analysis

This section discusses the comparison between the collected travel diaries via tra-
ditional methods (paper and pen, further referred to as PP) and via MEILI during
CS II and CS III, respectively.

4.6.1 Travel diary collection and comparison
In this step, the correspondence between trips collected by MEILI and PP has been
identified based on the methodology proposed in Section 3.3.2, for each of the case
studies. Table 4.13 shows an overview of the collected trips. It is notable that the
percentage of trips captured only by PP has decreased between CS II and CS III,
which could suggest an improvement in data collection for MEILI. Similarly, the
percentage of trips captured only by MEILI slightly increased. A major increase
in the percentage of trips captured by both systems is visible, which is consistent
with the previous observation on the improvement of data collection for MEILI.

Since the percentage of trips captured by MEILI only or by both MEILI and
PP has increased at the expense of trips captured by PP only in between CS II and
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Table 4.13: An overview of the trips collected by both systems in CS II and CS III.
The percentage of trips captured only by PP has decreased and the percentage of
trips captured only by MEILI has increased between CS II and CS III.

# %
CS II CS III CS II CS III

PP Only 51 112 37.0% 24.0%
MEILI Only 44 166 31.9% 35.5%
Both 43 189 31.2% 40.5%
Total 138 467 100.0% 100.0%

Table 4.14: Reasons for failing to collect a trip by either system. The difference in
the purpose declaration can be due to multi-purpose trips at a single destination or
due to the user’s different purpose perception when seeing the trips displayed on a
map. Detecting no movement can be due to a number of reasons, the most probable
of which are: malfunctioning of the battery saving algorithm or people forgot to
carry their phone on those particular trips. The rate of forgetting to declare in PP
is constant in between the two case studies.

PP Only MEILI Only
CS II CS III CS II CS III

Purpose difference 15.7% 21.4% 18.2% 14.5%
Trip chaining 17.6% 17.0% 4.5% 20.5%
No movement (MEILI)
/ forgot to declare (PP)

19.6% 48.2% 65.9% 65.1%

Other reasons 47.1% 13.4% 11.4% 65.1%

CS III, it is important to investigate the plausible reasons for missing the capture
of a trip. These reasons are summarized in Table 4.14, and they are analyzed in
more detail in the following paragraphs.

The first reason presented in Table 4.14 is that of declaring a different purpose
for the same trip that falls within the buffered time period as specified in Section
3.3.2. The most plausible reasons for different purpose specification are: 1) mul-
ti-purpose trips, in which case the user declared one of the purpose in PP and
another purpose in MEILI, 2) the perception of purpose changed once the trip was
visualized on a map, and 3) the complex purpose schema confused the user.

Another reason is trip chaining, which has two versions. First, in PP users
merge two consecutive trips into one either unintentionally, by forgetting -, or
intentionally, by disregarding- short trips with probably secondary purpose (such
as shopping while on the way home). Second, in MEILI where the system fails to
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Table 4.15: The spatial and temporal penalties associated with each trip collection
system. MEILI makes less mistakes in the time domain, and PP makes less mistakes
in the space domain. This might be explained by GPS cold fixes, which decrease
the spatial indicator values, and the user’s time approximation, i.e., a user can
declare a period of time that would not take into account the GPS cold fixes.

MEILI PP
Avg. SD Med. Avg. SD Med.

Time penalties
(minutes)

Start Time 3.2 4.8 1.5 4.6 6 1.7
End Time 2.7 4.9 0.6 4.7 5.7 2.9
Duration 4 6.6 1.8 6.2 9.1 3.1

Distance penalty (m) Length 1000 2900 88 700 2100 77

accurately segment a trajectory into trips and the user does not manually correct
the error. The difference in between CS II and CS III, where the percentage of
chained trips in MEILI only increased by 15% can be explained by the difference
of expertise in between the two user groups.

Finally, the users might have forgotten to declare trips in PP, which results in
missing trips. Similarly, the smartphone might not have recorded GPS locations
for a period of time because of: 1) receiver errors, where fixes could not be obtained
due to visibility constraints, 2) not carrying the smartphone during a trip, which
results in no data available for annotation, or 3) the battery efficiency algorithm
prevented the GPS thread to run due to constant movement below threshold. In
the lack of GPS data, users usually do not find the system friendly enough to add
missing data on their own.

4.6.2 Travel diary quality assessment
After collecting and comparing the trips collected by MEILI and PP, it is important
to assess the quality of collected data by investigating the descriptive statistics
of each subset of the collection, and the spatial and temporal quality indicators
proposed in Section 3.3.3 – shown in Table 4.16.

There are two different types of observations that can be made on the data pre-
sented in Table 4.16: observations regarding the descriptive statistical summaries of
travel diary entities and observations regarding the spatial and temporal indicator
values of the collected entities.

First, there are small differences between the duration of the collected trips
during CS II and CS III, the most noticeable duration difference being the one
concerning MEILI only trips, which can be explained by the relatively restrained
variability of the characteristics of trips captured only by MEILI, where median
values are low (20 minutes in CS II and 12 minutes in CS III) and the average and
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Table 4.16: Descriptive statistics on the trips gathered in the two case studies. It
is noticeable that the trips collected in CS III have a slightly higher duration but
a noticeably higher length than those of CS II. The spatial and temporal indicator
values increased between CS II, and CS III, which indicates an improvement in
data collection – the values were computed for ∆dmin = 100m and ∆tmin = 60s.

PP and MEILI PP Only MEILI Only
Duration
(min)

CS II 24±19 23±20 64±85 (20)
CS III 25±23 26±26 173±429 (12)

Length
(km)

CS II 6.3±6 4.5±5 3.8±5.1
CS III 11.8±18 20±7 13±46

# triplegs CS II 1.8±1 1.7±1.1 1.2±0.3
CS III 1.9±1.3 1.6±1 1.4±0.8

Time
indicator

MEILI Obs. CS II 43%±30% N/A 48%±30%
CS III 62%±31% N/A 48%±37%

PP. Decl. CS II 46%±32% 32%±36% N/A
CS III 55%±29% 47%±30% N/A

Distance
indicator

MEILI Obs. CS II 63%±37% N/A 73%±35%
CS III 71%±33% N/A 71%±35%

PP. Decl. CS II 68%±35% 47%±43% N/A
CS III 71%±34% 69%±34% N/A

standard deviation values are high. One of the unexpected differences between CS
II and CS III concerns the average length of trips, where all trips captured in CS III
are larger than the trips captured in CS II. This difference can have multiple causes
such as the coverage of a very narrow user group in CS II and a more representative
user group in CS III, or the difficulty encountered by users when annotating their
trips after the redesign in CS II, which prevented them from annotating trips. The
number of triplegs does not vary much in between CS II.

Second, there is a general trend in the increase of spatial and temporal quality
indicators in between CS II and CS III, which is resonating with the previous
observations regarding MEILI’s data collection improvement between the two case
studies. While in Paper II, we did not compute the spatial and temporal indicators
for PP only data since no routes are provided in the PP surveys, it is possible to
use the start and end time of a trip as declared in PP and extract all the GPS
points that fall within that period from the MEILI dataset, which allows for the
computation of the aforementioned indicators for the PP only data.

As explained in Section 3.3.4, the spatial and temporal indicators can be used
to propose ground truth candidates and to compute spatial and temporal penalties
that describe the weaknesses of each travel diary collection system, as shown in
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Table 4.15. While MEILI makes less mistakes in the time domain than PP (it has
lower start time, end time and duration penalty values), it does have a higher value
for the distance penalty than PP. This can be explained by the fact that MEILI
captures most short trips better than PP, but the declared intervals (by users) for
long trips are approximated to a comfortable time unit, and this time difference
between MEILI and PP might coincide with the initial time period it takes for a
GPS receiver to pick up locations after a cold fix.



Chapter 5

Summary of the articles and major
contributions

Before concluding, it is important to review the major contributions of this research,
with regards to Figure 5.1.

First, this thesis contributes to the research involved in collecting data for travel
diary automation. Whereas previous research usually relies on dedicated devices
(such as GPS receivers) to collect similar data, this thesis proposes the MEILI Mo-
bility Collector, which can be installed on the users’ smartphones, thus minimizing
the amount of interaction and maintenance that are specific to collection surveys
with dedicated devices. However, previous research that attempted to gather data
from users’ personal devices report that the collection is usually met with skepti-
cism from the users due to the battery consumption overhead specific to this type
of data collection applications. The MEILI Mobility Collector minimizes the bat-
tery consumption overhead, which is also reported by the user, where more than
half reported that no noticeable battery overhead is observable by them, and the
other half report that the battery overhead is little and does not force the users to
recharge the smartphones at a significantly increased rate from before. As a last
contribution in terms of data collection, the MEILI Mobility Collector uses data
fusion techniques to embed accelerometer summaries computed between every two
consecutive GPS locations, which enriches the set of possible features one can use
for further data analysis (e.g., travel mode detection, stop detection). The data
collection technologies have matured to a state where they can be used for the
seamless collection of diverse data from personal devices.

Second, this thesis contributes to the research involved in analyzing collected
travel diaries from multiple sources. The de-facto methods used for comparing
travel diaries as obtained from multiple sources offer limited insights into the col-
lection capabilities of each system, which usually results in a cardinal one-to-one
comparison of the travel diaries that are matched either by each- or by both sys-
tems. This thesis enriches the one-to-one comparison by proposing: 1) a framework
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CHAPTER 5. SUMMARY OF THE ARTICLES AND MAJOR

CONTRIBUTIONS

Figure 5.1: Overview of thesis contributions. The contributions of this thesis have
been split into three types: data collection, data analysis and data modeling.

which also analyzes the granularity of the collected information by each system,
thus identifying which system offers richer information on the collected entities,
2) a method that identifies ground truth candidates, which allows to decide which
capture to trust when the collection systems capture contradictory information for
the same entity (e.g., correct start time and purpose, but incorrect stop time),
and 3) a method that identifies which of the systems captures more ground truth
candidates. One of the secondary outcomes of the proposed methods for the afore-
mentioned framework is having a good tool for optimizing the development efforts
in an iterative environment, where one can use the framework to constantly identify
weak points for a collection system.

Finally, this thesis contributes to the research involved in data modeling, both
in general and in particular, where the focus is on travel diary entities. First, this
thesis identified a critical research gap in the research areas that are preoccupied
with travel mode inference, namely that the scenarios under which the travel mode
inference is performed are idealized and offer very little insight into the implications
of using a studied method in practice. Second, this thesis proposes new error
methods that explain what would happen if a method would be used in a real world
scenario in the absence of an idealized scenario assumption. The error methods
are computed by aligning inferred segments of a trajectory to the ground truth
segments of a trajectory and by analyzing the alignment cardinality with interval
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algebra specific techniques. Finally, during the case studies around which this
thesis was written, different machine learning algorithms and assumptions were
tested. One studied assumption was whether classifying each GPS location into
its travel mode is different than classifying each tripleg into its travel mode, which
led to the study and proposal of new error measures. Another studied assumption
was whether the two different classification philosophies can be fused into a better
classifier. Finally, while different machine learning algorithms were tested for travel
mode inference, two suitable ones were identified: random forests, for obtaining the
highest accuracy and recall values, and nearest neighbor classifiers, for obtaining
good accuracies in active learning scenarios and for their ease of implementation.
Similar efforts were allocated for destination and purpose inference, which show
that the employed models should be drastically improved.





Chapter 6

Conclusion and discussions

While the major contributions have been discussed in Chapter 5, it is important to
discuss the implications of the thesis in the current and future landscape of research
in GIS and in Transportation Science.

As the user questionnaires performed during CS II and CS III show, the users
have a holistic concept for privacy and most users declare that traditional methods
for obtaining travel diaries are as intrusive as collecting GPS traces. This is res-
onating with the time frame during which the studies have been performed and the
thesis was written, when smartphones are the de-facto way of making use of web
services in most developed areas, which hints at the fact that users have understood
and accepted that their personal data is gathered for improving the services offered
to them.

Furthermore, the battery efficiency strategy employed by the MEILI Mobility
Collector (due to both equidistance sampling and dwell period power management)
makes it a good candidate for collecting raw data from large groups of users with-
out significant collection difficulties. However, it is worth noticing that while using
smartphones is a pervasive practice in highly developed areas, this is not applica-
ble for all regions. Collecting data in regions with low smartphone usage is still
problematic and should be an active area of research.

While MEILI Mobility Collector is a promising solution for raw data collection,
the user feedback from CS III shows that a significant effort should be allocated
towards improving the interface via which users annotate their trips. This is a
problem of semi-automated travel diary collection systems, such as MEILI, where
user interaction is still critical in the incipient stages of a survey period. Most
research does not report on the state of the user interface provided for annotating
trajectories due to two main reasons: the studies are performed on a small scale
and with few respondents, which limits the use of reporting user feedback, or that
development and user feedback are not reported on due to hiring external con-
tractors for web development, where such feedback is either regulated or not being
reported in scientific articles or the reporting itself might be seen as marketable
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efforts. This thesis emphasizes the importance of user feedback because MEILI
is intended to be an open source project, where contributors can improve MEILI
based on both bug identification and user feedback. It is important to note that
there is also a language barrier between scientific and non-scientific groups, where
it becomes difficult to ask users to annotate triplegs if the concept of tripleg is not
present in everyday vocabulary. This induces confusion regarding what transition
time is, where it is not clear if all users report waiting in the airport for their flight,
or in a bus station for their bus, as transition time or not. While these seem like
small semantic differences, which have little effect on the collected data, they are
critical to machine learning, where constant mistakes will skew the learning process
towards systematic errors.

Continuing with the learning process, it is important to note the optimism
of scenarios under which machine learning or statistical techniques are commonly
employed for travel diaries. This resolves to usually one of two cases: either the
machine learning is performed on and reported on unobtainable ground segments, or
the machine learning is performed on individual points. In the case of ground truth
segments, the machine learning output is useful for one feasible scenario: semi-
automated systems that have to aid users with suggestions, in which case users
can perform an operation that updates an attribute of the tripleg (e.g, extends its
duration) and the semi-automated system proposes the most probable travel modes
on the updated segment. It is however important to note that this is not suitable for
fully automated systems. In the case of individual point classification, the reported
precision and recall values do not take into account the position of a misclassified
entity within a sequence, which treats all errors as equal and does not identify the
effect the splitting of a segment has on the final computed aggregates, e.g., average
tripleg duration per mode. As seen in this thesis and the papers associated with
it, these errors do not allow for the definition of meaningful performance measures
that can identify what is likely to happen when an algorithm is used for classifying
a new dataset.

To conclude this chapter, it is too soon to decide whether the traditional travel
diary collection methods can be replaced by systems that collect GPS traces and
generate travel diaries from them. However, during the course of the three case
studies allocated to this thesis, it became obvious that whether traditional travel
methods can be replaced is not the best question to ask. It became obvious that
some trips are systematically missing from traditional travel diaries, which raises
the better question of whether traditional travel diaries collect unbiased data. If the
collected travel diaries are biased, then another question that should be brought to
the foreground should be whether the new technologies that were initially trialled
for replacing travel diaries collect biased data or not. While these are open ended
questions, they hint that more research should be done not only on investigating
the possibility of replacing the traditional travel diary collection method with auto-
mated methods (that produce equally biased results) but also on investigating the
utility of the aforementioned assumption. These open questions are briefly touched
on in Chapter 7.



Chapter 7

Future work

By reading the previous chapters, one can correctly assume that this thesis raises
more questions than it answers, which constitute the body of future work, hopefully
not limited to the future work of the author of this thesis. The future work is split
in two main blocks: the first block is related to what was learned during the work
for the current thesis and the second block is related to the future research planned
for the collected dataset.

First, it is important to analyze the proposed error measures with new trans-
portation schemes and in new areas, preferably by other researchers to verify the
correctness and transferability of the aforementioned errors. The measures can then
be used as a “common ground” for reporting on the performance of segmentation
algorithms, as well as travel mode inference methods. Ideally, this can uncover
the best approaches for segmenting trajectories into trips and triplegs, as well as
the best machine learning approaches for classifying the triplegs into their travel
modes.

In terms of travel inference methods, the types of methods usually employed
are either focused on personalized algorithms, which model individuals but fail to
transfer knowledge derived from the individuals to the whole population (including
new users), and population algorithms, which tend to be simple but are only suc-
cessful for very basic schema for travel modes. These differences resonate with the
differences between behavioural models and individual models, the first of which
model simple assumptions / schemas on well defined groups and the latter of which
model fairly complex assumptions / schemas for individuals. The type of employed
method should be dependent on the schema needed by a study, since most stud-
ies do not need such a fine distinction as different categories of buses (e.g., single
vs double deck buses) or different categories of car (e.g, personal car vs. taxi).
Identifying which travel modes can be easily classified by which type of inference
algorithms would have limited scientific contributions but would be very useful
for the industrial landscape, where complex travel mode schemes are not always
needed.
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However, reporting on the performance of inference algorithms used in travel
mode detection (or any other type of task such as purpose or destination inference)
should not only be done on data collected for the case study, but also on a bench-
mark dataset that can serve as “common ground” for comparing the performance
of different inference algorithms proposed during different research efforts. While
it is difficult to define benchmark datasets due to multiple reasons such as making
sensible information available for the public, or the impossibility of having an ex-
haustive schema of travel modes that is accepted by the scientific community, the
use of creating such a dataset can have a significant contribution to the status of
future research in this field.

When a benchmark dataset is provided, it is then easier to identify which strate-
gies and features greatly improve the inference methods. One such strategy envi-
sioned by the author is to integrate the time component as either a feature or as
an alteration of the model to include periodicity and seasonality. However, this
type of strategy can be a ceiling to a system since it limits it to a semi-automatic
system, making it dependent on always having a user annotating an initial subset
of trips and triplegs. This is a main issue with any personal learner, namely it
performs well for the individual, but every individual has to first annotate her data
for a minimum period of time. A robust solution would be one that models the
population, but it is unlikely to envision such a solution given the current data
and technologies, especially since most (if not all) technological trends are geared
towards uniquely identifying users and actively learning from them.

Finally, it was mentioned that it is not clear whether replacing traditional travel
diaries with automated systems that collect the same data should be a direction for
future research. More useful information lies in collecting travel diaries with mul-
tiple methods (not limited to traditional ones and MEILI) and identifying whether
there is a system that can collect unbiased data, or if such data can only be collected
by complementary systems. This is a difficult attempt, since it proved difficult to
collect data using two systems on a moderate pool of respondents, but any efforts
made among this research direction will provide new answers to old questions, es-
pecially for those questions answered with the help of travel diaries collected via
traditional methods.

In terms of the future work that makes use of the already collected dataset, it will
mainly make use of the fact that travel diaries were collected with MEILI for one-
week. First, it is imperative to analyze groups of travelers to uncover any tendency
and degree of variability and stability of travelers chosen modes, activity locations,
individual’s time allocations and trip chaining behaviours. Second, the collected
data allows for the comparison of the theoretical routes chosen in modelling in the
absence of real data (e.g., shortest path assumptions, multi-modal trip assumption,
etc.) with the actual routes and modes used by travelers to perform their daily
activities. Finally, the data can be used to reveal whether there are any patterns
regarding how travelers make use of their time budget under a set of different
constraint, e.g., spatial or temporal constraints.
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